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to, assessment scales and adverse event monitoring. The MTTD was defined as the highest 
dose in excess of 60 mg TDD that was tolerated for 3 consecutive days by at least 70% of the 
individuals who had previously tolerated 60 mg TDD. Period 2 was not conducted for Group 1, 
and Group 1 subjects proceeded directly from Period 1 to Period 3 following determination of 
the MTTD. In Period 3, subjects received a single morning dose of the MTTD (80 mg), and then 
remained in the clinic for approximately 2 weeks for pharmacokinetic and safety assessments. 
 
In Group 2, dose titration was performed in a manner similar to Group 1, with the highest 
scheduled dose of 140 mg TDD. However, based on preliminary safety and pharmacokinetic 
assumptions, the highest dose actually administered in Group 2 was 120 mg TDD. Once subjects 
had been titrated to 120 mg TDD and demonstrated tolerability for 3 days in Period 1, they then 
received 120 mg TDD (60 mg BID) for an additional 11 days in Period 2, and a single morning 
dose of 60 mg on Day 1 of Period 3. Group 2 subjects also remained in the clinic for 
approximately 2 weeks following the final dose of study medication for pharmacokinetic and 
safety assessments. 
All dosing took place under fasting conditions. 
Sampling Times (plasma and urine)  
In both groups, blood samples for pharmacokinetic analyses were collected predose on Day 1 
of Period 1, predose and at 2 hours postdose on Day 3 of Period 1 for each dose level, and 
serial blood samples were collected from predose through 360 hours postdose in Period 3. In 
addition, in Group 2, predose blood samples were also collected on Days 9, 10, and 11 in Period 
2. Urine samples were collected predose on Day 1 of Period 1, and over the 168-hour postdose 
interval in Period 3 in Groups 1 and 2. 

 
A blood sample for possible CYP2C19 genotyping was collected at 0 hour (pre-dose) on Day 1 
of Period 1. 
Analytical Method: The performance of the analytical method is acceptable. Yes  No  
Statistical Method: Log-transformed AUC0-24, AUC0-lqc, AUC0-inf, Cmax, CL/F, and Vd/F 
values of clobazam were evaluated by an analysis of variance (ANOVA) model using treatment, 
sequence, and period as fixed effects and subject within sequence as a random effect. A point 
estimate and a 90% confidence interval (CI) were obtained for the difference in means for the 
log-transformed values of AUC0-24, AUC0-lqc, AUC0-inf, Cmax, CL/F, and Vd/F. 
Study Population :  

Randomized/Completed/ Discontinued Due to AE 24/20/3 
Age [Mean (range)] 37.1 (27.0 – 45.8) 
Male/Female 12/12 
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Hepatic impairment did not result in increases of Cmax of either clobasam or N-CLB. Clobasam 
Cmax was in fact lower in patients with liver disease (by 31 %) compared to the normal 
volunteers, while there were no statistical differences in total plasma clearance of clobazam 
between two groups, which may indicate similar clobazam plasma exposure (AUC) between 
normal and hepatic impaired subjects. No significant differences were reported in Cmax of N-
CLB. To note, equivalence determination in this study was made using t-test. 
 
Tmax of N-CLB was prolonged in patients with liver disease, suggesting liver disease may have 
altered the desmethylation of clobazam. To assess if there is an accumulation of clobazam 
following multiple dose administration, the authors fitted clobazam pharmacokinetics to a two-
compartment model and performed a modeling simulation for the three typical subjects from 
each group using 3 putative therapeutic regimens: 10 mg bid, 20 mg qd and 20 mg bid for 20 
days. Based on the visual inspection of the simulated graphs, plasma clobazam concentrations at 
the steady-state appear to be comparable between the normal and the hepatic impaired subjects in 
all dosing regimen scenarios. On face, results of simulation seem reasonable; however an 
internal validation of the simulation could not be conducted since no individual data exist. 
 
Multiple dose simulation 
Normal Hepatic Impaired 

 
 

Simulation of Clobazam plasma concentrations following repeated administration of clobazam for 20 day (doses: -
10 mg bid, -20 mg qd, -20 mg bid) 
 
Clobazam tablet used in this study is not the TBM formulation and thus the absolute values of 
Cmax and Tmax in this study are not relevant in the assessment of PK of the TBM product. 
Nonetheless, the results of this study provide supportive information regarding the effect of 
hepatic impairment on PK of clobazam. 
 
Collectively, there are limited data to characterize the effect of hepatic impairment on the PK of 
clobazam or N-CLB. In addition, the active metabolite N-CLB was not determined in this study.  
There is inadequate information about metabolism of clobazam in patients with severe hepatic 
impairment. For these reasons, the maximum tolerated daily doses may remain the same for 
patients with mild to moderate hepatic impairment, but with a reduced initial doses and a slower 
titration. There is no dosing information recommended for patients with severe hepatic 
impairment. 
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 Renal function was determined via  G-C formula  MDRD formula 
 Renal function was determined at:  Screening Baseline 
 The control group is adequate  Yes  No 
 The groups are matched by  Age  Sex  Body Weight  Smoking Status  Race 
 The selected dose is acceptable  Yes  No 
 Protein Binding: All Selected (in all subjects) 

 Sampling Times: predose and at 2, 12, and 24 hours post dose on Day 1 and Day 11 
 Method: Equilibrium Dialysis 
 Dosing is long enough to obtain steady state  Yes  No  Not Applicable 
 Sample size was determined based on statistical analysis  Yes  No 
 The overall study design acceptable:  Yes  No (see Comments) 

 
Analytical Method (Study Samples Analysis) 
 
 Study samples were analyzed within the established stability period: 
 Quality control samples range is acceptable  
 Internal standard was used  
 Method was validated prior to use  
 Chromatograms were provided  
 Overall performance is acceptable  

 Yes  No 
 Yes  No 
 Yes  No 
 Yes  No 
 Yes  No 
 Yes  No 
 Yes  No
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Analyte Clobazam/N-CLB 
 Method LC/MS/MS 
Matrix Plasma 

Range 1.00 -1000 ng/mL 
N 14 
%CV ≤ 7.4 Calibration  

%Bias -2.0 - 1.5 
%CV ≤ 5.4 Quality 

Control %RE = -0.8 - 2.9 
 
 
Results 
 
Pharmacokinetics: 
 
Effect of Mild Renal Impairment on Multiple-Dose Pharmacokinetics: 
 
For clobazam, the geometric mean ratio indicated 12% and 13% increases in AUC0-24 
and AUC0-96, respectively, and a 24% increase in Cmax in subjects with mild renal 
impairment relative to control subjects. 
 
For N-CLB, the geometric mean ratios indicated increases of 31% in AUC0-24, 36% in 
AUC0-96, and 34% in Cmax among subjects with mild renal impairment relative to 
matched controls. Renal clearance was comparable between the 2 groups (0.02 vs. 0.03 
L/hr). 
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Effect of Moderate Renal Impairment on Multiple-Dose Pharmacokinetics: 
 
For clobazam, the geometric mean ratios indicated a <1% change in AUC values, and a 
3% increase in Cmax in subjects with moderate renal impairment relative to control 
subjects. Clobazam CL/F and CL/F/70 kg differed by <1%. 
 
For N-CLB, the geometric mean ratios indicated increases of 11% in AUC0-24, 13% in 
AUC0-96, and 12% in Cmax among subjects with moderate renal impairment relative to 
matched controls. Renal clearance values for N-CLB were not different between the 2 
groups (0.02 L/hr for both). 
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1. Is there a relationship between creatinine clearance and AUC?   Yes  No, if yes 
explain 
2. Is there a relationship between creatinine clearance and Cmax?   Yes  No, if yes 
explain 
 
Safety 
 
Was there any death or serious adverse events?  Yes  No  NA 
 
No adverse events causing withdrawal, SAEs, or deaths were reported. 
There were no clinically important findings noted in the physical examination, vital sign, 
clinical laboratory, ECG, or OAAS data. 
 
Conclusions: 
 
Is there is a need to adjust the dose in patients with renal impairment?  Yes  No 
 
The higher mean Cmax and AUC values observed in mild renal impairment group is 
mainly driven by one subject (#2008). Plasma protein binding of clobazam or N-CLB 
was comparable between the subjects with mild or moderate renal impairment and 
healthy control. No correlation was observed between creatinine clearance and clobazam 
plasma clearance in similar patient population, according to results of population PK 
analysis. Collectively, the small increases in the exposure of clobazam and N-C LB are 
not considered clinically meaningful and no dosage adjustment is recommended for 
subjects with mild or moderate renal impairment. 
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Mean Plasma Concentrations of N-CLB With and Without Ketoconazole 
Coadministration (Days 1 and 22) 

 
 
II. Effect of Omeprazole Coadministration 
• Coadministration of omeprazole and clobazam resulted in a 30% increase in 

clobazam AUC values, and a 4% decrease in clobazam Cmax.  
• Coadministration resulted in increases of 36-37% in N-CLB AUC and 15% in N-

CLB Cmax relative to clobazam alone. 
• There were no significant changes in the urinary excretion of clobazam and N-CLB 

with coadministration. 
 

 
 
Mean Plasma Concentrations of Clobazam With and WithoutOmeprazole 
Coadministration (Days 1 and 22) 
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Mean Plasma Concentrations of N-CLB With and Without Omeprazole 
Coadministration (Days 1 and 22)  

 
 
Summary 
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• For caffeine, the geometric mean ratios for coadministration of clobazam with drug 
cocktail relative to drug cocktail alone were 1.06 for AUC0-lqc and AUC0-inf, and 0.85 
for Cmax . The 90% CIs for AUC were within the (0.80, 1.25), while those for Cmax 
were slightly below the lower limit of 0.8 (0.76, 0.95). 

• For 1,7-paraxanthine, the 90% CIs for AUC and Cmax ratios were within the (0.80, 
1.25) no-effect range. 

 
II. Effect of Clobazam Coadministration on the PK of Tolbutamide (CYP2C9 Probe) 
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• For tolbutamide, the 90% CIs for AUC and Cmax geometric mean ratios were within 

the (0.80, 1.25) no-effect range.  
• For 4-hydroxytolbutamide and carboxytolbutamide, 90% CIs for AUC geometric 

mean ratios were within the (0.80, 1.25) no-effect range, while the upper ranges of 
90% CIs for Cmax were slightly above 1.25 (1.35 and 1.27, respectively). There were 
no statistically significant differences in median tmax values. 

 
III. Effect of Clobazam Coadministration on PK of Dextromethorphan (CYP2D6 
Probe) 
 
Two subjects (1008 and 1015) were poor CYP2D6 metabolizers, and these subjects had 
overall dextromethorphan plasma exposures at least 5-fold greater, and overall 
dextrorphan exposures at least 6-fold lower, than the remaining subjects. PK analyses for 
dextromethorphan and dextrorphan were performed both including and excluding these 
subjects; however, the primary pharmacokinetic results for dextromethorphan are 
considered to be those excluding Subjects 1008 and 1015. 
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• Clobazam coadministration resulted in increases of 90-95% in AUC and 59% in 

Cmax for dextromethorphan, and decreases of 12% and 41% in AUC and Cmax for 
dextrorphan. Coadministration resulted in a delay in tmax for dextrophan compared to 
drug cocktail alone (3.00 vs. 2.00 hours, p=0.0176). 

 
IV. Effect of Clobazam Coadministration on PK of Midazolam (CYP3A4 Probe) 
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Results: 
 
CYP450 inhibition by clobazam 

 
• No inhibition was observed for clobazam at concentrations up to 25 μM for CYP1A2, 

CYP2B6, CYP2C8, CYP2C9, CYP2C19, CYP2D6, CYP3A4 (midazolam) or 
CYP3A4 (testosterone). Clobazam at concentrations up to 62.5 μM did not inhibit 
UGT1A1, UGT1A6 or UGT2B4. 

• Upon pre-incubation of clobazam with CYP1A2, CYP2B6, CYP2C8, CYP2C9, 
CYP2C19, CYP2D6, CYP3A4 (midazolam) and CYP3A4 (testosterone), no 
significant inhibition was observed. 
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mRNA Levels after Treatment with Clobazam and N-Desmethylclobazam 

 
 
CYP2C19 Activity and mRNA Content in Human Hepatocytes (Hu488) Treated 
with Clobazam and N-Desmethylclobazam 

 
 
CYP3A4 Activity and mRNA Content in Human Hepatocytes (Hu488) Treated with 
Clobazam and N-Desmethylclobazam 

 
 
 

UGT1A1 mRNA Content in Human Hepatocytes (Hu488) Treated with Clobazam and N-
Desmethylclobazam 
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Kinetic Studies: Metabolism of CLB to NCLB 
 
CYP3A4: Km of 29.0 uM and Vmax of 6.20 nmol/min/nmol.  
CYP2C19: Km of 31.9 uM and Vmax of 1.15 nmol/min/nmol 
CYP2B6: Km of 289 uM and Vmax of 5.70 nmol/ min/nmol 
 
The intrinsic clearance (CLint) of CLB N-demethylation was 6 and 11 times higher for CYP3A4 
than that for CYP2C19 and CYP2B6, respectively (214 versus 36.1 and 19.7 ul/min/nmol P450). 
 
The hydroxylation of NCLB to OH-NCLB by cDNA-expressed CYP2C19: Km of 5.74 uM and 
Vmax of 0.219 nmol/min/nmol. 
 
Chemical Inhibition Studies: 
Ketoconazole decreased NCLB formation by 69.7%, and omeprazole and thiotepa reduced it by 
18.7 % and 24.3 %, respectively. 
NCLB hydroxylation was mainly inhibited by omeprazole (25.9 %). 
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MDR1/WT Efflux Ratios for Clobazam and N-CLB 

 
 
 
P(B→A) efflux of clobazam and N-CLB was significantly inhibited by verapamil 
(>96% and > 77% inhibition, respectively). 

 
 
Effect of Clobazam and N-CLB on 3H-Digoxin Efflux 
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hydroxymidazolam in human liver and intestinal microsomes. 

Study Design: 
O- glucuronide and the N- glucuronide of 1′-hydroxymidazolam are generated by 
UGT2B4/UGT2B7 and UGT1A4, respectively. 
1′-hydroxymidazolam (1, 10 and 100 μM) was incubated with human liver and intestinal 
microsomes in the presence of CLB or NCLB (0, 0.3, 1, 3, 10, 30, 100 and 300 μM). 
When 50% or more inhibition was observed, IC50 values were determined by nonlinear 
regression. 
 

 
Hecogenin was used as a positive control for UGT1A4 inhibition. 
Diclofenac was used as a positive control for UGT2B4/2B7 inhibition. 
Fluconazole was used as a positive control for UGT2B7 inhibition. 
 
 

Results: 
 
• The rate of 1′-hydroxymidazolam glucuronidation in liver was 2 -10 fold greater than 

in intestinal microsomes in this study. In the liver, N-glucuronide was the major 
conjugate, whereas in the intestine the N- and O-glucuronides were formed at similar 
levels. 

• CLB resulted in concentration-dependent inhibition of the O-glucuronide in both 
human liver and intestinal microsomes, but with IC50 >300 μM. No significant 
inhibition of the N-glucuronide by CLB was detected in either human liver or 
intestinal microsomes. 

• Concentration-dependent inhibition of the O-glucuronide and N-glucuronide by N-
CLB was observed in both human liver and intestinal microsomes. 

• In human liver microsomes, IC50 values for inhibition of the O-glucuronide by N-
CLB were 109, 210 and 236 μM, when incubated with 1, 10 and 100 μM 1′-
hydroxymidazolam, respectively. IC50 values for inhibition of the N-glucuronide were 
96.6 and 175 μM at 1 and 10 μM 1′-hydroxymidazolam, respectively. 
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Treatments: (Active Ingredient: clobazam) 
 

 

  
After an overnight fast, subjects received a single dose of 20 mg clobazam (4 × 5 mg or 
1 × 20 mg tablets) on Day 1 of Period 1 and Day 14 of Period 2, except for those subjects 
assigned to the high-fat meal treatment. 
 
Investigational Products: 
Clobazam, 5 mg tablet, manufactured by Catalent Pharma Solutions, LLC, lot number 0701322 
(API lot: 499841 [Catalent]; N002 . 
Clobazam, 20 mg tablet, manufactured by Catalent Pharma Solutions, LLC, lot number 0701324 
(API lot: 499841 [Catalent]; N002 [  
Sampling Times (PK, plasma)  
 

 
Pharmacokinetic blood collection times were: 0 (predose) and 0.5, 1, 2, 3, 4, 8, 12, 24, 36, 48, 
72, 120, 168, and 216 hours postdose. 
Analytical Method: The performance of the analytical method is acceptable. Yes  No  
Statistical Method: Log-transformed AUC0-24, AUC0-lqc, AUC0-inf, Cmax, CL/F, and Vd/F 
values of clobazam were evaluated by an analysis of variance (ANOVA) model using treatment, 
sequence, and period as fixed effects and subject within sequence as a random effect. A point 
estimate and a 90% confidence interval (CI) were obtained for the difference in means for the 
log-transformed values of AUC0-24, AUC0-lqc, AUC0-inf, Cmax, CL/F, and Vd/F. 
Study Population :  
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Mean (± SE) Plasma Concentration of Clobazam Versus Time 
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Mean (± SE) Plasma Concentration of N-desmethylclobazam Versus Time 
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1.  Executive Summary 
 
The sponsor is seeking approval of Onfi (clobazam) as an adjunctive therapy for the 
treatment of seizures associated with Lennox-Gastaut syndrome (LGS) in patients ≥2 
years of age. Clobazam belongs to the class of benzodiazepine, approved in other 
countries since late 1970’s, and received Orphan drug designation granted on December 
18, 2007 for the treatment of LGS. The proposed dosing regimen is (1) 5 mg QD with 
weekly dose titration up to 10–20 mg/day in children over 2 years of age and ≤ 30 kg 
body weight, or (2) 10 mg QD with weekly dose titration up to 20–40 mg/day in patients 
> 30 kg. Doses above 5 mg/day should be administered as BID. 
 
To support the approval of the application, one Phase 2 and one pivotal placebo-
controlled Phase 3 trial were conducted to demonstrate the safety and efficacy of Onfi. 
Clinical pharmacology program consists of single and multiple-dose studies evaluating 
pharmacokinetics (PK) of clobazam and its active metabolite, N-desmethylclobazam (N-
CLB), examining the metabolic profiles, dose proportionality, effects of food, potential 
for drug-drug interactions, and bridging the to-be-marketed formulation and the one used 
in the Phase 2 study.  Impact of mild and moderate renal impairment on PK of clobazam 
was studied, whereas literature information on impact of hepatic dysfunction was 
supplemented. Population PK analysis evaluated the key covariates in the target patient 
population, using the pooled data from healthy and patients in Phase 1~3 trials.  
Exposure-Response was also performed to evaluate the relationship between systemic 
exposure of clobazam and active metabolite and efficacy endpoint (percent reduction in 
the number of drop seizures) and safety endpoints (Sedation-related adverse events) using 
the data obtained from the Phase 3 study. In addition, the impact of CYP2C19 genetic 
polymorphism on pharmacokinetics of clobazam, as well as the need for any dose 
adjustment, was assessed. 

1.1  Recommendation 
  
The Office of Clinical Pharmacology/ Division of Clinical Pharmacology 1 (OCP/DCP- 
1) has reviewed the submission and finds NDA 202067 acceptable from an OCP 
perspective provided that an agreement is reached between the Sponsor and the Agency 
regarding the revised labeling language.  

1.2  Phase IV Commitment   
 
No Post-Marketing Requirement or Commitment (PMR or PMC) was requested. 

1.3  Summary of Important Clinical Pharmacology and Biopharmaceutics 
Findings 
 
Pharmacokinetics: 
The PK of clobazam was dose-proportional over the range of 10 – 80 mg. Population 
pharmacokinetics analysis reveals that the pharmacokinetics of clobazam are linear from 
5 mg/day to 160 mg/day.  
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Absorption: 
The relative bioavailability of clobazam tablets compared to a solution is approximately 
100%. Clobazam absorption was at a fast to moderate rate, with Tmax ranging from 0.5 to 
4 hours after single- or multiple-dose administrations. High-fat meal reduced clobazam 
Cmax by 22% without affecting AUC. The changes are not clinically significant and 
clobazam can be given without regard to meals. When clobazam was administered as 
crushed tablets with applesauce, Cmax and AUC were bioequivalent to those following 
an administration of tablets.  
 
Distribution: 
Clobazam is widely distributed to peripheral tissues.  The apparent volume of distribution 
in healthy volunteers and patients ranges 99-120L. Plasma protein binding of clobazam 
and its active metabolite, N-CLB, is moderate (88.9-77.7% and 74.1-69.1%, respectively) 
and is concentration independent in the therapeutic ranges. Mild or moderate renal 
impairment did not affect the extent of protein binding of clobazam or N-CLB. 
  
Metabolism: 
Clobazam is extensively metabolized, recovered approximately 2% of the dose as 
unchanged in urine. The major metabolic pathway of clobazam is N-demethylation to 
form N-CLB, the only pharmacologically active and major metabolite. The 
transformation is mediated mainly by CYP3A4 and to a lesser extent by CYP2C19 and 
CYP2B6. N-CLB plus the sum of subsequent metabolites comprise ~94% of the total 
drug-related components in urine.  
 
N-CLB is also extensively metabolized, mainly by CYP2C19. For CYP2C19 poor 
metabolizers, levels of N-CLB in plasma were much higher than those in the wild type 
subjects and represented 62.5-73.8 % of the total metabolic products in urine (total peak 
area). In CYP2C19 wild type subjects, N-CLB in urine ranged 25-29%. 
 
Elimination: 
Clobazam is cleared mainly by metabolism with subsequent renal elimination of 
metabolites. In a mass balance study, 82% of the dose administered was recovered in the 
urine and 11% in the feces. Clobazam represents ~2 % of the dose recovered in urine. In 
healthy adults and patients, clobazam oral clearance (CL/F) ranges from 1.94 to 2.5 L/hr 
and the mean terminal half-life of clobazam is 36-42 hr. The mean steady-state half-life 
of N-CLB is 71-82 hr. 
 
Dose/Exposure-Response relationships:  
There were clear exposure-response relationships for both efficacy and safety, and the 
relationship supports the sponsor’s proposed dosing regimen, which appears to be 
reasonable. 
 
The primary efficacy analysis showed that the drop seizure rates (i.e., primary efficacy 
end point) appeared to decrease in dose-dependent manner, as the exposure increases, and 
it reaches a plateau at the highest maximum daily dose (40mg/day).  All three dose 
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not be determined. Collectively, following a single dose administration of 20 mg 
clobazam, Cmax of clobazam or N-CLB was not increased in subjects with hepatic 
impairment compared to normal control. There was no statistical difference in total 
plasma CL of clobazam. Tmax of N-CLB and clobazam terminal half-life were 
prolonged. Due to the inadequate information about metabolism of clobazam and N-CLB 
exposure in patients with severe hepatic impairment, no dosing recommendation in those 
patients can be given (details in Section 2.3.1.5).  
 
Extrinsic factors:  
Drug-Drug Interaction (DDI) 
 
In vitro studies: 
Clobazam did not inhibit CYP1A2, 2C8, 2C9, 2C19, 2D6, 3A4, UGT1A1, UGT1A4, 
UGT1A6, or UGT2B4 in vitro. N-CLB showed weak inhibition of CYP2C9, UGT1A4, 
UGT1A6 and UGT2B4 with IC50 values of 71.7, 110, 210 and 111 uM, respectively, in 
vitro. 
 
Clobazam and N-CLB induce CYP3A4 activity. Clobazam and N-CLB also induced 
UGT1A1 mRNA. However, the effects on UGT1A1 enzymatic activities are not known. 
 
Clobazam and N-CLB do not inhibit P-glycoprotein (P-gp), but are P-gp substrates.  
 
Effect of co-administered drugs on clobazam: 
Co-administration of 400 mg ketoconazole (CYP3A4 inhibitor) increased clobazam AUC 
by 54 % with no effect on Cmax. Co-administration of 40 mg omeprazole (CYP2C19 
inhibitor) increased AUC of clobazam and N-CLB by 30-36 % without any effect on 
Cmax. These changes are not considered clinically significant and thus no dose 
adjustment of clobazam is recommended.  
 
The population PK analysis, which was included CYP3A4 inducer group (phenobarbital, 
phenytoin, and carbamazepine), CYP2C19 inducer group (valproic acid, phenobarbital, 
phenytoin, and carbamazepine) and CYP2C19 inhibitor group (felbamate and 
oxcarbazepine) as a binary covariate, showed that the fraction of N-CLB formed 
increased by 9.4% by CYP3A4 inducers whereas CYP2C19 inducers made elimination of 
N-CLB faster by 10.5%, which implies that the net change in PK of N-CLB may be 
negligible.  Hence, no dose change may be required in the presence of the CYP3A4 
inducers and CYP2C19 inducers together. 
 
Effect of clobazam on co-administered drugs: 
Clobazam co-administration increased dextromethorphan (CYP2D6 probe) AUC and 
Cmax by 90% and 59%, respectively. Narrow therapeutic index drugs that are 
metabolized by CYP2D6 may require dose reduction when used with Onfi. The use of 
other concomitant medications that are primarily metabolized by CYP2D6 should be 
monitored closely. 
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Coadministration of clobazam resulted in decreases of midazolam (CYP3A4 probe) AUC 
and Cmax by 27% and 24%, respectively, and 4-fold and 2-fold increase in AUC and 
Cmax of the metabolite 1´-hydroxymidazolam. These results indicate that clobazam can 
induce CYP3A4 activity in humans. However, this CYP3A4 induction is considered to be 
relatively mild. Consequently, doses adjustment for concomitant drugs primarily 
metabolized by CYP3A4 is not necessary. 
 
Population analysis showed that clobazam did not affect the exposure of valproate 
(CYP2C9 substrate) and lamotrigine (UGT substrate). No dose adjustment of lamotrigine 
or valproic acid is required when clobazam is co-administered. 
 
Food effect 
Food (high fat meal) reduced Clobazam Cmax by 22% (90% CI: 68.5 – 88.5%) without 
having effect on clobazam AUC. Clobazam can be given without regard to meals. 
 
When clobazam was administrated in applesauce, Cmax and AUC of clobazam crushed 
tablet in applesauce were comparable to those of intact tablets, meeting BE criteria. No 
dose adjustment is required when clobazam tablet is given crushed with applesauce. 
 
PK Comparison of TBM vs. Phase 2/Developmental Formulations 
All clinical studies were conducted using to-be-marketed (TBM) formation, except for 
the Phase 2 efficacy study, OV-1002. Results from a comparative PK study evaluating 
the Phase 2 formulation (OV-1002) and TBM products showed that two formulations are 
bioequivalent. 
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2.  Question Based Review 

2.1 General Attributes 
 
2.1.1 What are therapeutic indication(s) and the proposed mechanisms of action of 
Onfi? 
 
Onfi (clobazam) is proposed as an adjunctive therapy for the treatment of seizures 
associated with Lennox-Gastaut syndrome (LGS) in patients ≥2 years of age.  
 
The exact mechanism of action for clobazam is not fully understood. The presumed 
major mechanism of action is as a positive allosteric modulator (PAM) at gamma 
containing GABA(A) receptors. Following binding to the GABA(A) receptor, clobazam 
enhances chloride currents mediated via the endogenous amino acid GABA. 
 
2.1.2 What are the highlights of physico-chemical properties of the drug substance? 
 
Clobazam, the active ingredient of Onfi, is chemically known as 7-chloro-1-methyl-5-
phenyl-1H-1,5-benzodiazepine-2,4-(3H,5H)-dione, without chiral centers in the structure.  
Its molecular formula is C16H13ClN2O2 and the molecular weight is 300.7.  Clobazam is a 
white or almost white, crystalline powder that is slightly soluble in water, freely soluable 
in methylene chloride, and sparingly soluble in ethanol. The pH value for an aqueous 
solution is in the range of 5.5–7.5.  The structure for carisbamate drug substance is 
provided in the Figure below. The available strengths of Onfi are 5, 10 and 20mg. 
 

 
 
2.1.3 What are the proposed dosage(s) and route(s) of administration? 
 
The sponsor proposes that the total daily dose of clobazam should be administered orally 
at the following proposed dosing regiments: 

• Children over 2 years of age and ≤ 30 kg body weight should initiate therapy at 5 
mg QD and doses titrated at weekly intervals to a target dose of 10–20 mg/day.  

• Patients > 30 kg body weight should initiate therapy at 10 mg daily (5 mg BID) 
and doses titrated at weekly intervals to a target dose of 20–40 mg/day .  

• In both cases, doses above 5 mg/day should be administered in two divided doses 
and the titration schedule and final dose should be determined based on response. 
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2.2  General Clinical Pharmacology 
 
2.2.1  What are the design features of the clinical pharmacology and clinical studies 
used to support dosing or claims? 
 
The sponsor conducted 10 clinical pharmacology studies in healthy adults, one Phase 2 
(OV-1002) and one pivotal Phase 3 clinical study (OV-1012) in patients with LGS. A 
Phase 2/3 open-label extension study is ongoing.  
 
The drug-release profiles of clobazam tablets were assessed in the biopharmaceutics 
program. In the clinical pharmacology development program, the following single-dose 
studies assessed the biopharmaceutics/pharmacokinetics of clobazam in healthy 
volunteers:  

• Study OV-1017 was conducted to determine the bioavailability of clobazam 
tablets relative to a solution. 

• Study OV-1016 was conducted to determine the bioequivalence of 2 tablet 
formulations: one tablet formulation used in the Phase 2 clinical study (OV-1002) 
and the other tablet formulation used in the Phase 3 clinical study (OV-1012). The 
Phase 3 tablet formulation is the to-be-marketed (TBM) formulation. 

• Study OV-1018 was conducted to assess the effects of administering crushed 
tablets in applesauce and of a high-fat meal on clobazam PK. 

• Study LC-006 was conducted to determine mass-balance following single dose 
14C-clobazam  

• Study LC-010 to evaluate PK of three dose levels of clobazam (10, 20 and 40 mg) 
 
The sponsor also submitted three single-dose biopharmaceutical studies (Study LC-001, 
LC-002 and LC-003) conducted by the previous sponsor in the 1970s and data reported in 
the literature. However, the dosage forms evaluated in these studies are different from 
those used in Lundbeck's clinical development program and the results from these studies 
are only supportive in nature.  These legacy studies are listed in Table below. 
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In addition, clobazam has been studied in both single- and multiple-dose studies in 
healthy adult subjects and LGS patients to evaluate the potential impact of intrinsic and 
extrinsic factors, as listed below.  

• Study OV-1032: To evaluate the effects of CLB 20 mg on PK, safety, and 
tolerability in subjects with impaired renal function and healthy matched control 
subjects with normal renal function 

• Study OV-1021: To evaluate the PK, safety, and tolerability of CLB administered 
alone and following multiple doses of ketoconazole or omeprazole 

• Study OV-1023: To evaluate the effects of CLB 40 mg on the multiple P450 
substrates (cocktail) 

• Study OV-1022: To evaluate the effect of CLB on PD (QT interval), PK, safety, 
and tolerability following multiple oral doses 

• Study OV-1038: To evaluate the effects of CLB 10-160 mg/day on PK, safety, 
and tolerability 

• The sponsor relies on a literature report of a clinical study evaluating the effect of 
hepatic impairment on PK of CLB and N-CLB.  

• PK-MB-001:  study report for metabolic profiling of clobazam following single- 
and multiple-dose administration. 

 
The Phase 2 and Phase 3 studies in LGS patients include:  

• Study OV-1012: Phase 3, randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled, parallel-
group study to determine the efficacy of CLB in the reduction of drop seizures at 
3 dose levels when compared to placebo during 12 weeks maintenance dosing in 
subjects with LGS 

• Study OV-1002: Phase 2, randomized, double-blind, dose-ranging, parallel-group 
study to determine the safety and efficacy of low-dose and high-dose CLB in the 
treatment of seizures that lead to drop attacks in subjects with LGS 

• Study OV-1004: Phase 2/3, ongoing, uncontrolled, open-label extension for 
subjects who participated in Studies OV-1002 and OV-1012 to evaluate the long-
term safety and effectiveness of CLB in the treatment of drop seizures in subjects 
with LGS 

 
Population PK analysis (PK-POP-001) was performed using the data in healthy subjects 
(five Phase 1 studies) and LGS patients (OV-1002 and OV-1012) to determine the 
exposure-response relationship with respect to efficacy and safety for clobazam and/or N-
CLB.  
 
2.2.2.  What is the basis for selecting the clinical endpoints or biomarkers 
(collectively called pharmacodynamics (PD)) and how are they measured in clinical 
pharmacology and clinical studies? 
 
Lennox-Gastaut syndrome is characterized by multiple seizure types, including the tonic-
atonic seizures (drop attack/drop seizure) involving the entire body, trunk, or head. 
 
The primary efficacy endpoint in the clobazam clinical program was a percent reduction 
in drop seizures (average per week) from the 4-week baseline period to the 4-week (for 
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Phase 2 study) or 12-week (for Phase 3 study) maintenance period. The weekly number 
of drop seizures during baseline was the number of drop seizures reported during baseline 
divided by the number of days recorded during baseline multiplied by 7. Similarly, the 
weekly number of drop seizures during maintenance was the number of drop seizures 
reported during the maintenance period divided by the number of days during the 
maintenance period multiplied by 7. 
 
The sponsor conducted a Phase 2, multicenter, randomized, double-blind, dose-ranging 
study (OV-1002), assessing the safety and efficacy of clobazam as adjunctive therapy in 
subjects with LGS. Comparing the high-dose and low-dose groups in this study, a 
statistically significantly greater percent reduction from baseline in drop seizures for 
subjects in the high-dose group was observed compared to subjects in the low-dose 
group. 
 
The pivotal Phase 3 trial (OV-1012) was a multicenter, randomized, double-blind, 
placebo-controlled, parallel-group study to assess the safety and efficacy of clobazam at 
three dose levels as adjunctive therapy for LGS. In addition to the primary end point (ie., 
percent reduction in the average weekly rate of drop seizures from the 4-week baseline to 
12-week maintenance period), several secondary variables were assessed, including; 

• percentage of responders, defined as those with ≥ 25%/≥ 50%/≥ 75%/100% 
reduction in drop seizures from baseline compared to the maintenance period 

• percent reduction in the average weekly rate of total (drop and non-drop) seizures 
combined from baseline compared to the maintenance period 

• percent reduction in the average weekly rate of non-drop seizures from baseline 
compared to the maintenance period 

 
In both Phase 2 and Phase 3 studies, sparse blood samples were collected and population 
PK analyses were performed to assess the influence of subject covariates on the PK of 
clobazam and N-CLB. These covariates included gender, age, race, weight, genotype, 
anti-epileptic co-medications, etc. 
 
2.2.3 Exposure-Response  
 
2.2.3.1. Is there any significant exposure-response relationship? And does the 
relationship support the proposed dosing regimen? 
 
Yes, it shows a clear exposure-response relationship for both efficacy and safety, and the 
relationship supports the sponsor’s proposed dosing regimen.  
 
The data from one phase III study (OV-1012: multicenter, randomized, double-blinded, 
placebo-controlled, parallel study) was used for exposure-response analysis. The study 
OV-1012 had a 4-week baseline period, a 3-week titration period and a 12-week 
maintenance period, followed by a 2- or 3-week taper period for subjects not continuing 
into the open-label extension study. 
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 In the study of OV-1012, subjects were stratified into 1 of 2 pre-specified weight groups 
(≤ 30 kg and > 30 kg) and randomly assigned to placebo or a low (target dose of 0.25 
mg/kg: a maximum daily dose of 10 mg), medium (target dose of 0.5 mg/kg:  a maximum 
daily dose of 20 mg), or high (target dose of 1.0 mg/kg: a maximum daily dose of 40 mg) 
dose of clobazam. Subjects who could not tolerate the target dose or the decreased dose 
were to be discontinued from the study and may have been eligible to enter into the open-
label extension study. 
 
The primary efficacy end point was the percent reduction in the number of drop seizures 
(average per week) from the 4-week baseline period compared to the 12-week 
maintenance period. The primary efficacy analysis showed that the drop seizure rates 
appeared to decrease in dose-dependent manner, and all three dose groups showed 
statistically significantly superior to the placebo groups (p-value: 0.012, 0.0015, <0.0001 
for low, med, high dose groups, respectively).  
 
The sponsor proposes the dosing regimen as follows;  

- Children over 2 years of age and ≤30 kg body weight should initiate therapy at 5 
mg QD and doses titrated at weekly intervals to a target dose of 10-20 mg/day.  

- Patients >30 kg body weight should initiate therapy at 10 mg daily (5 mg BID) 
and doses titrated at weekly intervals to a target dose of 20-40 mg/day.  

 
In the reviewer’s exposure-efficacy analysis, the subject-specific average steady state 
concentrations of clobazam (Cavg,p) and N-CLB (Cavg,m) obtained from the results of 
the population PK analysis were used as an exposure, and the same primary endpoint was 
used for the efficacy endpoint.  Figure below presents the model-predicted relationship 
between average concentration for both clobazam and N-CLB and the primary endpoint 
from the reviewer’s analysis.  The drop seizure rates appears to be decreasing as the 
exposure increases, and it reaches a plateau at the highest maximum daily dose (40mg / 
day), which is consistent with the sponsor’s analyses results. However, it also should be 
noticed that there is a substantial overlap in Cavg,m between doses.  
 
Figure.  Model-predicted relationship between Cavg and % reduction in drop seizure 
during maintenance period from the baseline for clobazam (left) and N-CLB (right). The 
dots represent the observed % reduction at octile of Cavg, and the solid line is the model-
predicted relationship with 95 % prediction interval (blue shade). The four boxplots on 
the bottom represent the distribution of Cavg at actual dose received during maintenance 
period (15 mg and 35 mg were combined with 20 mg and 40mg, respectively due to 
completely overlap in the distribution and small sample size). 
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59-82 hrs, respectively. Following multiple daily oral doses, steady-state of clobazam and 
N-CLB was attained by 11-14 days. The accumulation factor for clobazam is 2-3, while 
that for N-CLB is approximately 20. At the steady-state, the exposure of N-CLB was 3-5 
time higher than that of clobazam.  
 
2.2.4.2 What are the characteristics of drug absorption? 
 
The relative bioavailability of clobazam tablets when compared to oral solution was 
approximately 100%. Clobazam absorption was at a fast to moderate rate, with Tmax 

ranging from 0.5 to 4 hours after single or multiple administrations. Administration of 
crushed clobazam tablets with applesauce did not have a significant effect on the 
bioavailability of clobazam. High-fat meal reduced clobazam Cmax by 22%. However, 
the overall clobazam plasma exposure (AUC) was not altered by a high-fat meal.    
 
2.2.4.3 What are the characteristics of drug distribution? 
 
Clobazam is widely distributed to peripheral tissues.  Following oral administration, 
clobazam concentration was declined in bi-exponential fashion after reaching the peak. 
The apparent volume of distribution across the single and multiple dose PK studies up to 
40 mg TID and from population PK analysis was 99-120 L. Plasma protein binding of 
clobazam and N-CLB was moderate (78.5 % and 72.5 % mean plasma protein binding, 
respectively), independent of concentrations in the therapeutic range. The ex vivo protein 
binding study showed that the protein binding of clobazam or N-CLB was not affected by 
mild or moderate renal impairment.  
 
2.2.4.4 What are the characteristics of drug metabolism? 
 
Clobazam is extensively metabolized, recovered approximately 2% of the dose as 
unchanged in urine. Approximately 25 drug-related species were identified in human 
plasma and/or urine (OV-7802-135).   
 
The major metabolic pathway of clobazam is N-demethylation to form N-CLB, the major 
and the only pharmacologically active metabolite. The transformation is mediated mainly 
by CYP3A4 and to a lesser extent by 2C19 and 2B6. N-CLB is also extensively 
metabolized (~25% of the dose recovered in urine), mainly by CYP2C19. N-CLB plus 
the sum of subsequent metabolites comprise >80% of the total drug-related components 
in urine. In CYP2C19 poor metabolizers (PMs), levels of N-CLB in plasma were much 
higher than in the wild type subjects and represented 62.5-73.8 % of the total metabolic 
products in urine (total peak area, PK-MB-001).  Hydroxylation of clobazam is a minor 
metabolic path in human both in vitro and in vivo and is mediated via CYP2C19 and 
CYP2C18. No direct conjugation of Clobazam and N-CLB was observed. The major 
metabolic pathways of clobazam are illustrated in the Figure below. 
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2.2.4.5 Does the mass balance study suggest renal or hepatic as the major route of 
elimination? 
 
In a mass balance study with single dose (39 mg) of 14C-clobazam, a total recovery of 
radioactivity was ~93% through 21 days post dose, of which 82% were recovered in the 
urine and 11% in feces. Clobazam is extensively metabolized and subsequently 
eliminated in urine. Overall, ~2% of the dose was recovered intact in urine (3.01-0.7% 
over 24-168 hours period, OV-7802-135). 
 
2.2.4.6 What are the characteristics of drug elimination? 
 
Clobazam is cleared mainly by metabolism with subsequent renal elimination of 
metabolites. In a mass balance study, among approximately 93% of the radioactivity 
recovered, 82% of the dose was found in the urine and 11% in the feces. 
 
Across the single and multiple dose studies in healthy volunteers, clobazam oral 
clearance (CL/F) was 1.94 to 2.3 L/hr. In the population PK analysis the estimated CL/F 
for clobazam was 2.5 L/hr. Following single and multiple dose studies, the mean terminal 
half-life of clobazam was 36-42 hours. In the population PK analysis the median terminal 
t½ of clobazam was estimated to 36 hours. The mean t½ of N-CLB following single and 
multiple doses were 59-75 hours and 71-82 hours, respectively. The median terminal t½ 
of N-CLB estimated by population PK analysis was 79 hours. 
 
2.2.4.7 Based on PK parameters, what is the degree of linearity in the dose-
concentration relationship? 
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Clobazam dose proportionality was evaluated in a multiple dose study (OV-1032) and in 
the population PK analysis. The PK of clobazam was dose-proportional over the range of 
10–80 mg. 
 
The following plots show the relationship depicting clobazam elimination and AUC over 
a dose range obtained from the population PK analysis. Clobazam CL/F was independent 
of dose and the slope of the dose-normalized AUC vs. dose, estimated using the power 
model, yielded an approximate slope of 1, suggesting dose-proportionality. 
 

   
 
Dose-proportionality was also demonstrated in a legacy single dose study in which 
clobazam doses of 10, 20 and 40 mg were administered. The plasma levels of clobazam 
increased with increasing doses from 10 mg to 40 mg and linear relationships for Cmax 
and AUC0-144 were observed.  
 
Cmax AUC 

 
Population pharmacokinetics analysis reveals that the pharmacokinetics of clobazam are 
linear from 5 mg/day to 160 mg/day. 
 
Reviewer’s comment:  
The single ascending dose study above was conducted in 1970’s using a different 
formulation than the current commercial formulation. Nonetheless, data collectively from 
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a single and multiple dose studies and the population PK analysis support dose-
proportionality of oral clobazam in the therapeutic dose range. To note, the Cmax and 
AUC values in this single dose study were comparable to those observed in recent Phase 
1 studies, further implicating the relevance of the data in supporting the conclusion. 
 
2.2.4.8 How does the PK of the drug and its major metabolites in healthy subjects 
compare to that in patients? 
 
The intensive PK was only collected from the healthy subjects. For LGS patients, sparse 
PK was obtained from Phase 2 and 3 studies. The sponsor did not examine the difference 
in PK between healthy subjects and patients.  However, the reviewer’s independent 
assessment showed that patients appear to eliminate N-CLB slower than healthy subjects 
(see Figure below), and the difference was found out to be statistically significant. 
 

Figure.  The distribution of individual estimate for K40 (elimination of N-CLB) between 
patients and healthy subjects.  

 
 
Reviewer’s comment: 
The difference in disposition of N-CLB reported in population PK analysis may be 
attributed to the stable concomitant CYP3A4 inducers (e.g., phenytoin, carbamazepine) 
in Phase 2/3 clinical trials. The pharmacokinetic differences in CLB and to a greater 
extent in N-CLB exposure between healthy subjects and patients with epilepsy has been 
reported in literature [Br. J Clin. Pharmac. 24:793-797, 1987; Br. J Clin. Pharmac. 
18:873-877, 1984; Epilepsia 39(suppl 1):S15-S23, 1998].  The observed lower CLB 
levels and higher N-CLB levels in patients in these reports, compared to that in healthy 
subjects, were attributed to the concomitant enzyme-inducing phenytoin and 
carbamazepine.   
 
2.2.4.9 What is the inter- and intra-subject variability of PK parameters in healthy 
subjects and patients? 
 
The mean inter-subject variability of CL/F and V/F in single and multiple dose studies in 
healthy subjects was approximately 20-30%. The mean estimate of inter-subject 
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variability of CL/F and V/F in patients based on population PK analysis was 52% and 
59%, respectively.  

2.3  Intrinsic Factors 
 
2.3.1  What intrinsic factors influence exposure and/or response and what is the 
impact of any differences in exposure on the pharmacodynamics?  
 
Intrinsic factors, such as age, gender, race, hepatic impairment, and renal impairment, 
were studied in Phase 1 trials and via population PK analysis, as described in the 
following Sections.  The potential impact of CYP2C19 genotypes on metabolism and 
systemic exposure of clobazam was evaluated using available data obtained from PM, 
compared to intermediate (IM) or extensive metabolizers (EM), in Phase 1 studies and in 
population PK analysis (refer to Genomic Review in Section 4.3 of Appendix for details).  
The potential significant covariate which may affect the clobazam PK was evaluated in 
population PK analysis (refer to Pharmacometrics Review in Section 4.2 of Appendix for 
details). 
 
2.3.1.1 Elderly 
 
The population PK analysis showed that the clearance of clobazam appears to decrease in 
adult patients (18 years older) compared to children (2-11 years, 130 subjects) and 
adolescents (12-17 years, 45 subjects) (see Figure below). Results are consistent with the 
finding reported by Greenblatt et al. (refer to Reviewer’s comments below). It appears, 
however, that there is a greater variability in the clobazam clearance in children and 
adolescents compared to adults, based on a visual inspection of the plot. (Refer to 
Pharmacometrics Review in Section 4.2 of Appendix for details)  
 
Figure.   The relationship between age and individual estimates for CL. The left panel 
shows the relationship with loess curve, and the right graph is the same relationship when 
age is grouped into three categories: children (2-11 years), adolescent (12-17 years) and 
adults (18-60 years, ≥ 60 years) 
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It is noted that clinical studies of Onfi did not include sufficient numbers of subjects ≥ 65 
years old (N=11) to determine whether they respond differently from younger subjects. 
For these reasons, dosing should be adjusted in the elderly with the initial dose being 5 
mg/day. Patients should be titrated initially to 10-20 mg/day and may be titrated further 
to a maximum daily dose of 40 mg if tolerated (refer to Proposed Labeling in Section 4.1 
of Appendix). 
 
Reviewer’s comments: 
• According to information available for Frisium® (clobazam) marketed outside the 

U.S.A., aging can reduce the clearance, increase the Vd, and prolong the terminal 
t1/2 of CLB and N-CLB significantly. Further, the use of clobazam in the elderly can 
cause significant CNS depressant effect even at low doses. 

• The effects of age (and gender) on the disposition of clobazam were reported by 
Greenblatt et al. [Br. J. Clin. Pharmac. (1981), 12, 631-636].  In this study, 20-mg 
oral clobazam dose was administered to four approximately equally sized groups 
(aged 18-72) of young male (N=8), young female (N=8), elderly male (N=7), and 
elderly female (N=6) subjects.  The authors reported that age and gender did not 
affect the absorption kinetics, however, these factors significantly prolonged the 
elimination half-life in elderly vs. young males (48 vs. 17 h, P < 0.01). In women, 
half-life also increased with age, but with smaller differences between young and 
elderly women (31 vs. 49 h, P < 0.05).  Among other findings are significantly 
decreased unbound clearance of clobazam with age in men (but not in women), and 
age-related increase in mean free fraction of plasma protein binding.  In a separate 
report [Clin Pharmacokinet. 1983 Jan-Feb;8(1):83-94], subjects received single 
10mg doses of clobazam daily for 22 consecutive days. Compared with the young 
male subjects, elderly males had slower rates of clobazam accumulation and 
washout, higher steady-state plasma levels, and lower steady-state clearance. 
Accumulation of N-CLB was slower and more extensive in the elderly male group. 
Among females, however, age-related kinetic differences did not approach 
significance. 
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(PM: N=12, IM: N=11 and EM: N=299) 
 
Published literature was also evaluated to supplement the limited safety database in 
CYP2C19 PMs.  A retrospective study of 110 Japanese patients with epilepsy, which 
contained 23% CYP2C19 PMs, found no significant difference in terms of adverse 
effects across EMs, IMs, and PMs.  There was a higher frequency (40%) of drowsiness in 
the CYP2C19 PMs compared to (32%) in the EMs.  This same study found significant 
differences in the efficacy in the reduction of seizures from clobazam in the CYP2C19 
PMs compared to the EMs. (Seo T, 2008 PMID: 1846600). (Refer to Genomics Group 
Review in Section 4.2 of Appendix for details) 
 
Despite the wide therapeutic index for clobazam and the main adverse effect being 
limited to sedation/somnolence, caution should still be exercised when administering 
clobazam to patients who are known CYP2C19 PMs. Due to the degree of exposure 
increase of the active metabolite (N-CLB) in CYP2C19 PMs, consider starting at the 
minimal dose and extending the titration interval in these patients.   
 
2.3.1.4 Renal impairment 
 
The effect of renal impairment was assessed in Study OV-1032, following administration 
of multiple doses of clobazam, 20 mg/day, in subjects with mild (CLCR > 50~80 mL/min; 
N=6) or moderate (CLCR = 30~50 mL/min; N=6) renal impairment, with matching 
healthy controls (N=6). There were small increases in mean Cmax and AUC values in 
mild and moderate renal impairment subjects compared to healthy control (3-24% and 0-
13% increases of Cmax and AUC0-96 of clobazam, respectively) after single dose 
administration.  Similar results were observed following multiple doses on Day 11, 
although greater increase in N-CLB levels was observed for the mildly impaired patients.  
Graphical presentation of the clobazam exposure and 90% confidence intervals 
comparing renally impaired subjects to healthy volunteers following single- and multiple-
doses are shown below. 
 
Single dose (on Day 1): 
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remain the same for patients with mild to moderate hepatic impairment, but with a 
reduced initial doses and a slower titration.   
 
Reviewer’s comments: 
According to the label for Frisium® 10 (clobazam) marketing outside of U.S.: 
• Frisium 10 is contraindicated with severe impairment of liver function (risk of 

precipitating a certain disease of the brain [encephalopathy]). 
• “Patients with impairment of renal or hepatic function have an increased response to 

Frisium 10 and a higher susceptibility to its adverse effects; in such patients, a dose 
reduction may be necessary.  In long-term treatment, renal and hepatic function must 
be checked regularly.’ 

However, no study information or data available to in this submission to support similar 
labeling recommendation for use of Onfi in LGS patients with hepatic dysfunction. 
 

2.4  Extrinsic Factors 
 
2.4.1  Is the drug and/or the major metabolite a substrate, inhibitor or inducer of 
CYP enzymes on an in vitro basis? 
 
Metabolism by CYP: CYP3A4 is the major contributor to the elimination of clobazam 
via N-demethylation to form N-CLB. The polymorphic CYP2C19 is primarily 
responsible for the further metabolism of N-CLB. 
 
Inhibition potential: Clobazam did not inhibit CYP1A2, 2B6, 2C8, 2C9, 2C19, 2D6, 3A4, 
UGT1A1, UGT1A4, UGT1A6, or UGT2B4 in vitro. N-CLB did not inhibit CYP1A2, 
2B6, 2C8, 2C19, 2D6, 3A4 and UGT1A1. However, N-CLB showed weak inhibition of 
CYP2C9, UGT1A4, UGT1A6 and 2B4 with IC50 values of 71.7, 110, 210 and 111 µM, 
respectively, in vitro. 
 
Induction potential: 
Clobazam and N-CLB did not significantly increase CYP1A2 or CYP2C19 activities, but 
did increase CYP3A4 activity in a concentration-dependent manner. Clobazam and N-
CLB also induced UGT1A1 mRNA in vitro but at much higher concentration than 
therapeutic levels. Effects on UGT1A1 enzymatic activities were not evaluated. 
Clobazam increased CYP2C19 mRNA but did not increase the enzymatic activity. 
Induction potential for CYP2B6 and CYP2C8 by clobazam and N-CLB has not been 
evaluated (see Section 2.4.3.2).   
 
2.4.2  Is the drug and/or the major metabolite a substrate and/or an inhibitor of P-
glycoprotein transport processes or any other transporter system? 
 
Clobazam and N-CLB are both substrates for P-glycoprotein (P-gp). Verapamil (inhibitor 
for P-gp) reduced the transport of clobazam and N-CLB in MDCK MDR1 cells by >96% 
and 77%, respectively, suggesting that P-gp is the major transporter of clobazam and N-
CLB efflux. Clobazam and N-CLB do not inhibit P-gp.  Clobazam and N-CLB were not 
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reported to be substrates for other transporters such as OCT (organic cation transporter) 
and OAT (organic anion transporter). 
 
2.4.3 Are there any in vivo drug-drug interaction studies that indicate the 
exposure alone and/or exposure-response relationships are different when drugs are 
co-administered? If yes, is there a need for dosage adjustment? 
 
2.4.3.1 Effect of co-administered drugs on clobazam 
 

 
 
Study OV-1021 (N=18) was conducted to examine the effect of multiple doses of 
ketoconazole (strong CYP3A4 inhibitor) or omeprazole (moderate CYP2C19 inhibitor) 
on the pharmacokinetic profile of single-dose clobazam. As illustrated in the above 
Figure, co-administration of ketoconazole 400 mg QD for 5 days increased clobazam 
AUC by 54 %, with no effect on Cmax.  There is no significant change on AUC and 
Cmax of N-CLB. Results of the study indicated the in-vivo CYP3A4 inhibition by 
clobazam. However, the magnitude of exposure increase for clobazam is not considered 
clinically significance in view of the safety profile observed for the CYP2C19 poor 
metabolizers. Therefore, no dose adjustment is recommended for clobazam in the 
presence of co-medications that are CYP3A4 inhibitor. 
 
Co-administration of omeprazole 40-mg QD for 5 days increased AUC of clobazam and 
N-CLB by 30-36 % without having effect on Cmax. The magnitude of these exposure 
increases is not considered clinically significant to warrant a dosage adjustment for the 
same reason for concomitant CYP3A4 substrates. 
 
In addition, the effect of the presence of other antiepileptic drugs (AEDs, 2C19 inhibitors 
and inducers of 3A4 and 2C19) on clobazam PK was evaluated using a population PK 
approach to provide supporting evidence for a lack of clinically significant drug-
interactions involving these mechanisms. The drugs that constituted the CYP3A4 inducer 
group (18 subjects) were phenobarbital, phenytoin, and carbamazepine. CYP2C19 
inducer group (77 subjects) comprised valproic acid, phenobarbital, phenytoin, and 
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carbamazepine, and the CYP2C19 inhibitor group (17 subjects) included felbamate and 
oxcarbazepine. The sponsor’s analysis showed that the fraction of N-CLB formed 
increased by 9.4% by CYP3A4 inducers whereas CYP2C19 inducers made elimination of 
N-CLB faster by 10.5%, which implies that the net change in PK of N-CLB may be 
negligible.  Hence, no dose change may be required in the presence of the CYP3A4 
inducers and CYP2C19 inducers together. 
 
As described in the proposed labeling, alcohol has been reported in literature to increase 
the maximum plasma exposure by approximately 50%.  
 
Reviewer’s comments: 
1.  For the drug-interaction study with omeprazole, considering the rapid absorption 

and short elimination half-life of omeprazole, and slow formation of N-CLB from 
clobazam and its long elimination t1/2, the inhibitory effect of omeprazole on 
CYP2C19 observed in this study is not considered definitive. 

2. Clobazam was shown to be a P-gp substrate based on the results from in vitro 
studies. However, the impact of co-administrated P-gp inhibitors on clobazam plasma 
exposure in vivo is unknown. Per Clinical Pharmacology review of Pre-NDA 
submission (meeting date August 31, 2010), the Agency agreed to the Sponsor’s 
proposal to conduct the in vivo drug-drug interaction study between clobazam and a 
pure, strong P-gp inhibitor as a PMC/PMR at the NDA stage.  
During the review cycle, we noted that a dedicated drug-drug interaction study 
between clobazam and ketoconazole, a duel inhibitor for CYP3A4 and P-gp, exerted 
a combined effect of clobazam AUC increase by 54%.  Results of this study suggest 
that the P-gp inhibition in humans will unlikely to exceed the observed exposure 
increase from this study and, therefore, an additional in-vivo study as PMR is not 
necessary. 

3. The Frisium label approved in Canada states that patients should not drink alcohol 
during treatment with Frisium 10 because of an increased risk of sedation and other 
adverse effects. 

4. As commented in Section 2.2.4.8, concomitant CYP3A4 inducers (e.g., phenytoin, 
carbamazepine, phenobarbital) in clinical studies likely contributed to altered 
pharmacokinetic properties of CLB and N-CLB, noticeably the higher N-CLB 
exposure in patients than in healthy volunteers.  It was reported that the antiepileptic 
effect of orally administered CLB in long-term therapy is predominantly due to its N-
CLB metabolite. The need for dosage adjustment has not been suggested in literature 
or prescription information when patients are on CLB and concomitant enzyme-
inducing AEDs.  

 
2.4.3.2 Effect of clobazam on co-administered drugs 
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2.5.3.  What is the effect of food on the bioavailability (BA) of the drug from the 
dosage form?  What dosing recommendation should be made, if any, regarding 
administration of the product in relation to meals or meal types? 
 
When clobazam tablets were administered with a high fat meal (approximately 1000 
kcal), there was a 22% reduction in Cmax (90% CI 68.5 – 88.5%) without any changes in 
clobazam AUC. These effects are clinically insignificant and clobazam can be given 
without regard to meals. 
 
Clobazam bioavailability was also evaluated following an administration of crushed 
clobazam tablets in applesauce. The Cmax and AUC of clobazam was comparable between 
administrations as intact tablets and crushed in applesauce with the 90% confidence 
intervals for Cmax and AUC0-inf ratio were within the BE limits. No dose adjustment is 
needed when clobazam is given crushed with applesauce. 
 

 

 

2.6  Analytical section 
 
2.6.1  Were the active moieties identified and measured in the plasma in the clinical 
pharmacology study? 
 
Yes. Both the parent compound and an active metabolite were measured in all studies. 
 
2.6.2  What analytical method was used to determine drug concentrations and was 
the analytical assay method adequately validated? 
 
A validated LC/MS/MS method was used to quantitate clobazam and N-CLB in plasma 
and urine.  Summary of bioanalytical assay for clobazam and N-CLB is provided in the 
Table below. 
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The following describes the proposed changes: the underlined text is the proposed change 
to the label language; the Strikethrough text is recommendation for deletion from the 
perspective of OCP. 
 
 
4. Appendices 

4.1 Proposed labeling 
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4.2  Consult Reviews 

 
OFFICE OF CLINICAL PHARMACOLOGY: 

PHARMACOMETRIC REVIEW 
 

1 SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 

1.1 Key Review Questions 
The purpose of this review is to address the following key questions. 

 

1.1.1 Is there any covariate which affects clobazam and metabolige N-
desmethylclobazam (N-CLB) PK? 

 

Yes, The sponsor’s analysis showed that CYP2C19 genotype status (poor metabolizer 
(PM)/intermediate metabolizer IM)/extensive metabolizer(EM)) and ethnicity (Hispanic 
vs. Non-Hispanic) were found to be significant covariate for N-CLB elimination. Also 
the reviewer’s assessment showed that elimination of clearance of clobazam appeared to 
be slower as patients get older.  
 

Population PK analyses included data from a total of seven studies; 5 healthy volunteer 
studies (OV-1016, OV-1017, OV-1022, OV-1032, OV-1038) and 2 studies (OV-1002 
and OV-1012) in Lennox-Gastaut syndrome (LGS) patients.  

Covariates considered in the sponsor’s population model are CYP 2C19 genotype 
information (-1:PM/0:IM/1:EM), weight (kg), age (yrs), sex (1=Male, 2=Female), 
Creatinine Clearance (CLCR), alanine aminotransferase (ALT), total bilirubin (TBIL), 
aspartate aminotransferase (AST), food effect (fed/fasted), formulation, ethnicity 
(Hispanic / Non-hispanic) and race (Caucasian/Black/Asian/other). The sponsor’s 
population PK analysis showed that race, gender, age, and renal function (CRCL) were 
not found to influence either clobazam PK or N-CLB PK.  However, age was found to 
influence elimination of clobazam (CL/F) based on the reviewer’s reassessment (Figure 
6).   

Extensive metabolizers and Hispanic (or Latino) subjects appeared to clear N-CLB faster 
than poor metabolizers and non-Hispanic subjects (Figure 2). 

The sponsor evaluated the effect of antiepileptic drugs (AEDs) on clobazam using data 
from the studies of OV-1017 and OV-1012. AEDs were classified into three sub groups; 
CYP3A4 inducers, CYP2C19 inducers, and CYP2C19 inhibitors. The drugs that 
constituted the CYP3A4 inducer group (18 subjects) were phenobarbital, phenytoin, and 
carbamazepine. CYP2C19 inducer group (77 subjects) comprised valproic acid, 
phenobarbital, phenytoin, and carbamazepine, while the CYP2C19 inhibitor group (17 
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subjects) comprised felbamate and oxcarbazepine. These covariates were treated as 
binary covariates taking on a value of 1 (presence) or 0 (absence) of the AED interactors. 
The sponsor’s analysis showed that the fraction of N-CLB formed increased by 9.4% by 
CYP3A4 inducers whereas CYP2C19 inducers made elimination of N-CLB faster by 
10.5%, which implies that the net change in PK of N-CLB may be negligible.   Hence, no 
dose change may be required in the presence of the CYP3A4 inducers and CYP2C19 
inducers together.  
 

1.1.2 Is there any significant exposure-response relationship? And does the 
relationship support the proposed dosing regimen?  

 

Yes, it shows a clear exposure-response relationship for both efficacy and safety, and the 
relationship supports the sponsor’s proposed dosing regimen.  

 

The data from one phase III study (OV-1012: multicenter, randomized, double-blinded, 
placebo-controlled, parallel study) was used for exposure-response analysis. The study 
OV-1012 had a 4-week baseline period, a 3-week titration period and a 12-week 
maintenance period, followed by a 2- or 3-week taper period for subjects not continuing 
into the open-label extension study. 
 
 In the study of OV-1012, subjects were stratified into 1 of 2 pre-specified weight groups 
(≤ 30 kg and > 30 kg) and randomly assigned to placebo or a low (target dose of 0.25 
mg/kg: a maximum daily dose of 10 mg), medium (target dose of 0.5 mg/kg:  a 
maximum daily dose of 20 mg), or high (target dose of 1.0 mg/kg: a maximum daily 
dose of 40 mg) dose of clobazam.  
 
The primary efficacy end point was the percent reduction in the number of drop seizures 
(average per week) from the 4-week baseline period compared to the 12-week 
maintenance period. The primary efficacy analysis showed that the drop seizure rates 
appeared to decrease in dose-dependent manner, and all three dose groups showed 
statistically significantly superior to the placebo groups (p-value : 0.012, 0.0015, <0.0001 
for low, med, high dose groups, respectively).  
 
The sponsor proposes the dosing regimen as follows;  

- Children over 2 years of age and ≤30 kg body weight should initiate therapy at 5 
mg QD and doses titrated at weekly intervals to a target dose of 10-20 mg/day.  

- Patients >30 kg body weight should initiate therapy at 10 mg daily (5 mg BID) 
and doses titrated at weekly intervals to a target dose of 20-40 mg/day.  

 
In the reviewer’s exposure-efficacy analysis, the subject-specific average steady state 
concentrations of clobazam (Cavg,p) and N-CLB (Cavg,m) obtained from the results of 
the population PK analysis were used as an exposure, and the same primary endpoint was 
used for the efficacy endpoint.  Figure 10 presents the model-predicted relationship 
between average concentration for both clobazam and N-CLB and the primary endpoint 
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from the reviewer’s analysis.   The drop seizure rates appears to be decreasing as the 
exposure increases, and it reaches a plateau at the highest maximum daily dose (40mg / 
day), which is consistent with the sponsor’s analyses results (see section 3). However, it 
also should be noticed that there is a substantial overlap in Cavg,m between doses.  

In order to evaluate the sponsor’s proposed dosing regimen, the reviewer looked at the 
dose-response (% reduction in drop seizure) relationship by each weight category, which 
is shown in Figure 11. For both weight categories it shows clear dose-response 
relationship, although there appears to be large variability.  

 
In terms of safety analysis, the sedation-related adverse events (sedation, somnolence, 
sleepiness, drowsiness, sleepy, lethargy and listlessness) were evaluated as an endpoint.  
Figure 14 shows the dropout-adjusted time profile of percent of patients having at least 1 
sedation-related adverse event at each day from observed data by weight category.  For 
light-weighted patients (≤ 30kg), clobazam seems to be safe across all dose levels, 
although the doses of 10-20 mg/day showed higher percentage of sedation-related AE 
than placebo or 5mg/day.  For heavy patients (>30 kg), it appears to be dose-dependent 
increase in sedation-related AE but the difference between 20 mg/day and 40 mg/day is 
negligible.  

The sponsor’s exposure-safety analysis predicted that probabilities for the first 
occurrence of sedation were similar between 20mg and 40 mg doses (42.5%: 20mg/day, 
45.2%: 40mg/day). However, it was observed that there was large variability around 
model-predicted relationship as well as substantial overlap in N-CLB Cavg (see Figure 
5).  

Given efficacy and safety profiles, the sponsor’s proposed dosing regimen seems to be 
reasonable.  
 

 

1.2 Recommendations 
 

The Division of Pharmacometrics has reviewed the submission (NDA 202067) and finds 
it acceptable, provided that satisfactory agreement is reached between the sponsor and the 
Agency regarding language in the labeling text.  
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2 PERTINENT REGULATORY BACKGROUND 
 

The sponsor is seeking the approval for clobazam for a adjunctive treatment of seizures 
associated with Lennox-Gastaut syndrome (LGS) in patients ≥ 2 years of age.  Clobazam 
is a 1,5–benzodiazepine approved for the treatment of anxiety disorders, epilepsy, and similar 
indications in over 80 countries worldwide.  FDA agreed that one phase III study (OV-
1012) and one phase II study (OV-1002) are adequate to demonstrate the effectiveness of 
clobazam in the patients with LGS.  
The sponsor proposed the following dosing regimen; 

- Children over 2 years of age and ≤30 kg body weight should initiate therapy at 5 
mg QD and doses titrated at weekly intervals to a target dose of 10-20 mg/day.  

- Patients >30 kg body weight should initiate therapy at 10 mg daily (5 mg BID) 
and doses titrated at weekly intervals to a target dose of 20-40 mg/day.  

- Doses above 5 mg/day should be administered in two divided doses.  
- The titration schedule and final dose should be based on response. 

 

3 RESULTS OF SPONSOR'S ANALYSIS 
 

PK analyses 
 

Population PK analyses included data from a total of seven studies; 5 healthy volunteer 
studies (OV-1016, OV-1017, OV-1022, OV-1032, OV-1038) and 2 studies (OV-1002 
and OV-1012) in Lennox-Gastaut syndrome (LGS) patients. Altogether there were 439 
pharmacokinetic evaluable subjects who contributed pharmacokinetic data for the 
development of PK model. Table 1 summarizes the 7 studies with sampling scheme.  

Table 1. Summary of studies included in population PK analyses and sampling 
scheme. 

 
Source: the sponsor’s pop pk report, page 25. 
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Figure 1 presents PK model for both clobazam and metabolite N-CLB. Clobazam and N-
CLB were modeled sequentially. PK parameters for clobazam were estimated first with 
clobazam data alone. These parameters were fixed in the subsequent analysis.  The 
apparent volume of distribution of the metabolite was also fixed at 1 L in order to make 
the fraction of metabolite formed (Fm) estimable. Two compartment pharmacokinetics 
with first order absorption was tested for clobazam, and one compartment described N-
CLB. Specifically, the model for N-CLB was parameterized in terms of its formation 
(Fm) and metabolite clearance rate (K40). The fraction of metabolite formed was 
parameterized using a logistic function to constrain the range between 0 and 1 as follows, 

 
where PM is a scalar quantity initially defined to allow the quantification of the fraction 
of the metabolite to be defined in the patient i (logit of Fm).  As shown in Figure 1, 
formation rate was computed as the product of the fraction of the metabolite formed and 
the apparent elimination rate of the parent drug.  

Figure 1. Schematic of the Pharmacokinetic Model for Clobazam and N-CLB. 
 

 
Note: there appears to be error in this flow chart in the sponsor’s report: (1-Fm)*CL/F should be 
changed to (1-Fm)*CL/V2. 
Source: the sponsor’s pop pk report, page 39. 

The parameters of KA and K20 are the first order rate constants of clobazam absorption 
into and elimination from the central compartment, respectively; K23 and K32 are the 
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respective transfer rate constants of clobazam from the central compartment to the 
peripheral compartment and vice versa; FM is the fraction of N-CLB formed; K24 is N-
CLB formation rate constant, and K40 the N-CLB clearance rate constant.  
 
Covariates considered in the sponsor’s population model are CYP 2C19 genotype 
information (-1:PM/0:IM/1:EM), weight (kg), age (yrs), sex (1=Male, 2=Female), 
Creatinine Clearance (CLCR), alanine aminotransferase (ALT), total bilirubin (TBIL), 
aspartate aminotransferase (AST), food effect (fed/fasted), formulation, ethnicity 
(Hispanic / Non-hispanic) and race (Caucasian/Black/Asian/other).  
The sponsor’s population PK analysis showed that race, gender, age, and renal function 
(CRCL) were not found to influence either clobazam PK or N-CLB PK. However, 
CYP2C19 genotype and ethnicity were found to be significant covariate for N-CLB 
elimination (Figure 2).  The parameter estimates and covariates effects from the 
sponsor’s final model are presented in the appendix.  
 

Figure 2. The effect of CYP2C19 genotype and Ethinicity on K40 (elimination rate 
constant of N-CLB). 

source: the sponsor’s pop pk report, page 74. 

 

 

Drug-Drug interaction 
 
The sponsor evaluated the effect of antiepileptic drugs (AEDs) on clobazam using data 
from the studies of OV-1017 and OV-1012. AEDs were classified into three sub groups; 
CYP3A4 inducers, CYP2C19 inducers, and CYP2C19 inhibitors.  The drugs that 
constituted the CYP3A4 inducer group (18 subjects) were phenobarbital, phenytoin, and 
carbamazepine. CYP2C19 inducer group (77 subjects) comprised valproic acid, 
phenobarbital, phenytoin, and carbamazepine, while the CYP2C19 inhibitor group (17 
subjects) comprised felbamate and oxcarbazepine. These covariates were treated as 
binary covariates taking on a value of 1 (presence) or 0 (absence) of the AED interactors.  
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The effect of CYP3A4 inducers was tested on the formation of N-CLB from clobazam 
(Fm), and the effect of CYP2C19 inducers and inhibitors were tested on N-CLB 
elimination (K40). This was based on knowledge that clobazam is metabolized by 
CYP3A4 to N-CLB and the conversion to 4’-hydroxynorclobazam is catalyzed by 
CYP2C19.   
 
The effects of AEDs were tested based on objective function (OFV) using NONMEM.  
The sponsor’s analysis showed that CYP3A4 inducers and CYP2C19 inducers were 
found to influence the formation of N-CLB (Fm) and the elimination of N-CLB (K40), 
respectively. However, CYP2C19 inhibitors did not have an effect on the elimination of 
N-CLB (K40) when the effect of CYP2C19 inducers was accounted for.  It is also 
important to note that there were only two drugs (felbamate and oxcarbazepine) included 
in the CYP2C19 inhibitors. The fraction of N-CLB formed increased by 9.4% 
(exp(өPM,3A4inducer) / exp(өPM), in the Appendix 2) by CYP3A4 inducers whereas 
CYP2C19 inducers made elimination of N-CLB faster by 10.5% (өk40,c19inducer / өK40, in 
the  Appendix 2) which implies that the net change in PK of N-CLB may be negligible.   
Hence, no dose change may be required in the presence of the CYP3A4 inducers and 
CYP2C19 inducers together.  

Also, the effect of clobazam on the trough levels of valproic acid and lamotrigine was 
investigated. Only data from subjects who had both nominal sampling times (baseline 
and week 5 pre-dose data) were included in the comparison of concentrations of valproic 
acid and lamotrigine prior to and following clobazam administration. 88 subjects on 
valproic acid and 48 subjects on lamotrigine were included the analysis subject pool. The 
comparison was based on percent change in valproic acid and lamotrigine concentrations 
from baseline in clobazam trough concentration. Also, the Kruskal-Wallis test was used 
for the statistical comparison. Clobazam was found not to affect the exposure of valproic 
acid and lamotrigine (Figure 3). 
Figure 3. Percent change in trough concentration in week 5 from the baseline for 
valproic acid (left) and lamotrigine (right). 

Source : the sponsor’s pop pk report, page 115, 120. 
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Exposure-Efficacy analyses 

 
The data from one phase III study (OV-1012, multicenter, randomized, double-blinded, 
placebo-controlled, parallel-group study) was used for exposure-response analysis. The 
study OV-1012 had a 4-week baseline period, a 3-week titration period and a 12-week 
maintenance period, followed by a 2- or 3-week taper period for subjects not continuing 
into the open-label extension study (Figure 4).  
 
 In the study of OV-1012, subjects were stratified into 1 of 2 pre-specified weight groups 
(≤ 30 kg and > 30 kg) and randomly assigned to placebo or a low (target dose of 0.25 
mg/kg: a maximum daily dose of 10 mg), medium (target dose of 0.5 mg/kg: a 
maximum daily dose of 20 mg), or high (target dose of 1.0 mg/kg: a maximum daily 
dose of 40 mg) dose of clobazam. 
 

Figure 4. Summary of study design for OV-1012.  

 
Source: the sponsor’s clinical study report : OV-1012, page 17. 

The primary efficacy endpoint in the study of OV-1012 was the percent reduction in the 
number of drop seizures (average per week) from the 4-week baseline period compared 
to the 12-week maintenance period. The weekly number of seizures during baseline was 
the number of seizures reported during 4-week baseline period divided by the number of 
days recorded during 4-week baseline period multiplied by 7.  The weekly number of 
seizures during maintenance period was calculated similarly.  
 
A drop seizure was defined as a drop attack or spell involving the entire body, trunk, or 
head that led to a fall, injury, slumping in chair, or head hitting surface or that could have 
led to a fall or injury, depending on the position of the subject at the time of the attack or 
spell.  
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The reduction in drop seizures was calculated as the average weekly number of drop 
seizures during baseline minus the average weekly number of drop seizures during the 
maintenance period. Percent reduction in drop seizures was calculated as: (reduction in 
drop seizures divided by baseline drop seizures) x 100. A positive value indicated a 
reduction in the number of drop seizures from baseline.   
 
Table 2 summarizes the results from the primary analysis, which shows that all three dose 
groups were statistically significantly superior to the placebo group.  
 
Table 2. Primary analysis result: Percent Reduction in Average Weekly Rate of Drop 
Seizures (Baseline to Maintenance Period) – MITT Population 

 
Source: the sponsor’s clinical study report : OV-1012, page 66. 

 
In the sponsor’s exposure-efficacy analysis, the slightly different endpoint was used — 
the fraction of baseline drop seizure frequency. Specifically, the average daily seizure 
count, calculated for weekly (7-day) intervals following administration of the first 
clobazam dose, was divided by the average daily seizure count during the baseline (pre-
treatment) period. Thus, all subjects began with a fraction of baseline value of 1.0 at 
Week 0 (start of treatment) and would subsequently have values ranging from 0.0 
(representing complete elimination of recorded seizures) to values greater than 1.0 if the 
average daily seizure rate during a week was greater than baseline.  
 
The subject-specific average steady state concentrations of clobazam (Cavg,p) and N-
CLB (Cavg,m) obtained from the results of the population PK analysis were used as an 
exposure.  Specifically, Cavg,p and Cavg,m were calculated for each study day using 
following equations; 
 
Cavg,p = Dose /(CL/F X 24), 
Cavg,m=(Fm X Dose)/(K40 X 24) 
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where Dose is the total daily dose, CL/F is the individual estimate of apparent total 
clobazam clearance, Fm is the individual estimate of the fraction of clobazam 
metabolized to NCLB and K40 is the “clearance” of N-CLB ( the apparent volume of 
distribution of the metabolite was fixed at 1). 
 
The sponsor’s exposure-efficacy analysis was conducted in two major stages:  
1) The first stage was to model the time course of fraction of baseline data for placebo 
group; only data from patients in the placebo arm of the study were used for this analysis. 
2) The second stage was to develop a model describing the time course and exposure 
dependence of the fraction of baseline data for patients given clobazam conditioned on 
the population model for the placebo group; the dataset for this analysis stage excluded 
placebo data, and the parameters from placebo model were fixed at population mean 
estimates. 
 
A model for the time course of placebo response was developed first as follows; 

 
where Rij is the predicted fractional change from baseline in the ith patient at the jth 
week, Asymi is the patient-specific empirical Bayesian estimate of the asymptote (the 
maximum change from baseline), Weekij is the jth week in the ith patient, T50i is the 
patient-specific empirical Bayesian estimate of the Week at which 50 percent of Asymi is 
realized, γi is the patient-specific empirical Bayesian estimate of the sigmoidal (steepness) 
parameter. Asympop, T50pop and γpop are the population estimates of the parameters. The 
ηs have estimated variances, ω2. The ε have estimated variances σ2. 
 
Table 3 presents the parameter estimates from placebo effect model.  
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Table 3. Parameter estimates for Placebo effect  

 
 Source: the sponsor’s pop pk report, page 154. 

 
 
The exposure-response model was developed to quantify the relationship between 
clobazam and the fractional change from the baseline in drop seizure. The parameter 
estimates from the placebo model were fixed and the patients assigned to placebo group 
were excluded from the analyses.  In order to do this, the probabilities of being responder 
and non-responsder were estimated using $MIX in NONMEM as the first step. The 
purpose of this was to consider some of patients who did not show specific pattern of 
improvement. The allocation of a patient to responder/non-responder was based on the 
estimation algorithm determining whether the drug effect model is the more probable 
description of a patient’s profile.  
As the next step, the exposure-response model for the responders was developed after 
accounting for competitive agonism between clobazam and N-CLB (clobazam and N-
CLB interact to the same set of receptors). For the non-responders, a non-specific change 
from baseline was estimated.  Overall drug effect was estimated after integrating each 
component.  Each component of model was estimated simultaneously, and the model for 
the each component is displayed below.  
 
Responder model: 

 
 
Dmaxpop is the maximum achievable effect attributable to drug, PBOpop is the population 
placebo response calculated using the population parameter estimates from the placebo 
effect model. Rij,pop is the population response at the jth time point given the subject- and 
time-specific average concentrations of clobazam and N-CLB. The variance of the 
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random variable η is ω2. The interindividual variability in R was assumed to be 
approximately normally distributed based on graphical evaluation. 
 
Non-Responder model: 

 
where NRi  and NR pop are the individual estimates and population mean for the change 
from baseline in the non-responder group.  
 
Overall drug effect model: 
 

 
where Eff and Neff are the magnitude of change from baseline for patients in the 
responder and non-responder groups, respectively, Fij is the predicted change from 
baseline, IResp is an indicator variable defined by 0 (non-responder) and 1 (responder), εij 
is residual error.  
 
The parameter estimates from each component are presented in Table 4 and Table 5. The 
results from the exposure-response model for the responders shows that N-CLB (EC50 = 
0.9 μg/mL) has about one-third the potency of clobazam (EC50 = 0.303 μg/mL). 
 
Table 4. Parameter estimates for responder model.  

 
Source: the sponsor’s pop pk report, page 161. 

  
Table 5. Parameter estimates for non-responder model.  
 

 
Source: the sponsor’s pop pk report, page 161. 
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Table 6 presents the predicted median percent change from the baseline; placebo caused 
an approximate 27% reduction in drop seizure frequency; clobazam administration in the 
presence of placebo caused an additional maximal reduction in drop seizure frequency of 
approximately 73%. Overall, a near maximal reduction in seizure frequency occurs with 
the 20 mg dose at an EC50 multiple of 1 – 2 times for clobazam and 2 times for N-CLB, 
while maximal benefit occurs at a dose of 40 mg. 

 
Table 6. Median predicted percent change in daily seizure rate from baseline by 
clobazam dose and multiples of clobazam and N-CLB EC50. 

 
Source: the sponsor’s pop pk report, page 171. 

 
 
Exposure-Safety Analyses 

 
Sedation-related adverse events (sedation, somnolence, sleepiness, drowsiness, sleepy, 
lethargy and listlessness) were evaluated as a safety endpoint. The same exposure metrics 
(Cavg,p and Cavg,m) in the efficacy analysis were related to the safety endpoint. 
The logistic regression analysis was employed for the probability of having any sedation-
related adverse event during treatment period. In the sponsor’s analysis, concentration for 
clobazam could not be related to sedation-related adverse event so N-CLB concentration 
(Cavg,m) was used for exposure-safety analysis.   
 
Figure 5 present the sponsor’s exposure-safety analysis results. The sponsor’s analysis 
showed that the median probability of having an incidence of sedation in the lower doses 
(5 mg and 10 mg) was predicted to be about 10% higher than that for the placebo group, 
and about 28% higher than the placebo group for the higher doses (20 mg and 40 mg). 
There was similarity in the predicted incidence of sedation between the 20 mg and the 40 
mg doses.  
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Figure 5. Predicted probability of sedation-related adverse event from the sponsor’s 
logistic regression.  

 
Source: the sponsor’s pop pk report, page 137. 

 
Reviewer’s comments:  
 

- For the sponsor’s population PK analyses.  
o The reviewer found out coding errors in some of covariates in the dataset.  

 Those errors have been fixed and conclusions remained same.  
o Non-significant effect of CYP2C19 inhibitors on PK of N-CLB seems to be 

counterintuitive as CYP2C19 poor metabolizers were found to strongly 
influence elimination of N-CLB. However, this may be explained by the 
fact that both felbamate and oxcarbazepine are known to be weak 
CYP2C19 inhibitors.  

o The sponsor did not evaluate the difference in PK between patients and 
healthy subjects. 

 The reviewer observed that there appeared to be different in 
elimination of N-CLB (see the section 4). 

o The effect of age on clobazam clearance was observed based on the 
reviewer’s assessment unlike the sponsor’s claim (see the section 4).  

 
- The sponsor’s exposure-response analyses are acceptable. The reviewer has the 

following  minor comments: 
o Based on the reviewer’s observation and the sponsor’s report, the fraction 

of baseline appears to reach steady-state quickly (see Figure 8 in the 
reviewer’s analysis and Figures 75 and 80 in the sponsor’s report) so it is 
not necessary to account for time-course in the E-R model.  

o Based on the sponsor’s estimate, there was only 7.5% of non-responder 
and the sponsor’s model did not describe the observed data well for non-
responder (Figure 81 in the sponsor’s report). Thus, the reviewer did not 
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see the benefit from modeling by considering two different populations 
(responder/non-responder). 

o The sponsor used sedation-related adverse events during titration period 
as well as maintenance period.  

 Based on the reviewer’s observation (AE-time profile), it would be 
more appropriate to see the relationship for maintenance period 
only.  

o The sponsor’s model-predicted probability for sedation-related AEs may 
not be reliable due to large variability. 
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4 REVIEWER’S  ANALYSES 
 

4.1 Introduction 
 

The sponsor did not claim the effect of any covariate on clearance of clobazam. However, 
the reviewer observed the effect of age on elimination of clobazam which was based on 
finding from one of literatures (Greenblatt et al. Br.J. clin.Pharmac, 1981). Hence, the 
reviewer attempted to reassess the effect of age on clearance of clobazam to confirm 
finding from the paper. Also the difference in PK between patient and healthy population 
was evaluated as the sponsor has not done it.  

In addition to that, the reviewer saw the sponsor’s model unnecessarily complicated, 
which resulted in poor performance of model prediction in the certain population such as 
non-responder group.  Therefore, the reviewer performed the independent analyses to 
confirm the sponsor’s main conclusions from the exposure-response analyses by rather 
simple approach and to address whether the sponsor’s proposed dosing regimen seems to 
be reasonable.  

 

4.2 Objectives 
 

- To reassess the effect of age on elimination of clobazam 

- To investigate whether there is difference in PK between patient and healthy 
population 

- To perform the independent exposure-response analyses to confirm the sponsor’s 
main conclusions by simpler method 

 

4.3 Methods 

4.3.1 Data Sets 
 

The reviewer took individual estimate for CL from the sponsor’s base model for the 
effect of age on CL of clobazam, and the dataset for the sponsor’s population PK 
analyses was used for the evaluation of difference in PK between patient and healthy 
population.  
For the exposure-response analyses, the data from the study of OV-1012 was combined 
with the dataset for the sponsor’ exposure-response analysis to incorporate concentration 
measurements. 
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4.3.2 Software 
SAS 9.2 and R 2.5 were used for the analysis.  

4.3.3 Model Results 
 

The effect of age on clearance of clobazam 
 

The sponsor assumed linear relationship between the effect of age and CL of clobazam. 
However, as shown in Figure 6 the assumption of linearity may not appear to be correct: 
CL increases as a patient gets older until about 18 years old, then slightly decreases in 
adult population. 
 

Figure 6. The relationship between age and individual estimates for CL. The left 
panel shows the relationship with loess curve, and the right graph is the same 
relationship when age is grouped into four categories: children (2-11 years), 
adolescent (12-17 years), adults (18-60 years) and elderly patients (≥ 60 years) 

 
 

 
 

The difference in PK between patients and healthy population. 
 

A patient variable (1: patients, 0: healthy subjects) was created in the population PK 
dataset; the healthy population came from 5 Phase I studies, and the subjects from the 
studies of OV-1002 and OV-1012 comprised of the patients population. 

As shown in Figure 7, the reviewer observed that there appeared to be different in 
elimination of N- CLB between two populations. Hence, for more formal approach, the 
effect of different population on K40 parameter was added to the sponsor’s final 
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population PK model as one more covariate. OFV changed from 22916.3 to 22955.5, 
meaning statistically significant difference in elimination of N-CLB. 
 

Figure 7. The distribution of individual estimate for K40 (elimination of N-CLB) 
between patients and healthy subjects.  

 
 
Exposure-Response Relationship 

 
As shown in Figure 8, the fraction of baseline in drop seizure at each time point (the 
sponsor’s endpoint) appears to be stable during the maintenance period. Thus, the same 
primary efficacy endpoint (the percent reduction in drop seizures during maintenance 
period from baseline) rather than weekly fraction from the baseline was used for the 
reviewer’s exposure-efficacy analysis.  The endpoint was log-transformed to ensure 
normality assumption. 

 

Figure 8. Fraction of baseline drop seizure at each week.  
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In the study of OV-1012, subjects were stratified into 1 of 2 pre-specified weight groups  
( ≤ 30 kg and > 30 kg) and randomly assigned to placebo or a low (target dose of 0.25 
mg/kg, a maximum daily dose of 10 mg), medium (target dose of 0.5 mg/kg, a 
maximum daily dose of 20 mg), or high (target dose of 1.0 mg/kg, a maximum daily 
dose of 40 mg) dose of clobazam.  Table 7 presents the number of patients in each dose 
group by actually received dose (mg/day) during maintenance period stratified weight 
category. Notice that the maximum daily doses are different by weight category. Figure 9 
displays the distribution of Cavg for clobazam and N-CLB by weight category and actual 
dose received, which shows substantial overlap between 15mg and 20mg, and between 
35mg and 40mg.  

 

Table 7. The number of patients who received actual dose (mg/day) during 
maintenance period in each dose group (There were 217 patients in MITT 
population. However, 15 patients not having PK and 1 patient having extreme value 
in the percent reduction (-374 %) were excluded in the analyses. 

 ACTUAL DOSE (MG/DAY) RECEIVED DURING MAINTENANCE 
PERIOD 

 Weight ≤ 30 kg Weight > 30 kg 

 0 5 10 15 20 35 40 0 5 10 15 20 35 40 

Placebo 31       25       

Low 

(0.25mg/kg) 

 24       2 19     

Med 

(0.5mg/kg) 

 3 28        3 21   

High 

(1.0mg/kg) 

   3 25        9 8 
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Figure 9. The distribution of Cavg for clobazam (top) and N-CLB (bottom) by 
weight category and actual dose received during maintenance period.  

 

Unlike the sponsor’s approach, Emax model was fitted for clobazam and N-CLB 
separately as a sensitivity analysis.  However, the reviewer agrees that it is more 
reasonable to model clobazam and N-CLB simultaneously than separately because of 
pharmacologic activity as addressed before.  

As consistent with the sponsor’s result, clobazam showed larger potency than N-CLB 
(EC50=0.3 for clobazam and 2.1 for N-CLB).  Figure 10 presents the results from the 
reviewer’s exposure-efficacy analyses. The drop seizures rates appear to be decreasing in 
concentration-dependent manner for both clobazam and N-CLB, and it reaches a plateau 
at 40mg / day, which is consistent with the sponsor’s analyses results. The predicted % 
reduction from the reviewer’s analysis should be explained in a qualitative and relative 
sense (the higher the exposure, the more % reduction) in that both clobazam and N-CLB 
contributed to the overall % reduction in drop seizure.  
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Figure 10. Model-predicted relationship between Cavg and % reduction in drop 
seizure during maintenance period from the baseline for clobazam (left) and N-CLB 
(right). The dots represent the observed % reduction at octile of Cavg, and the solid 
line is the model-predicted relationship with 95 % prediction interval (blue shade). 
The four boxplots on the bottom represent the distribution of Cavg at actual dose 
received during maintenance period (15 mg and 35 mg were combined with 20 mg 
and 40mg, respectively due to completely overlap in the distribution and the small 
sample size).  

 

In order to evaluate the sponsor’s proposed dosing regimen, the reviewer looked at the 
dose-response (% reduction in drop seizure) relationship by each weight category, which 
is shown in Figure 11. For both weight categories it shows clear dose-response 
relationship, although there appears to be large variability.  

Figure 11. Dose-Response relationship by weight category 
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Figure 12  displays the time profile of the percent of patients having at least one sedation-
related AEs by weight category.  The adverse event rate at the dose of 40 mg went up and 
dropped dramatically after titration phase ended, which made the dose of 20 mg worse in 
this safety-time profile.  One of reasons for this pattern could be higher drop rate at the 
highest dose.  Hence, the reviewer looked at the dropout rate at each dose level and 
Figure 13 shows that actually the highest dropout rate occurred at the dose of 40 mg. If 
dropout is related to sedation-related AE, the probability of sedation-related AE needs to 
be adjusted.  According to the sponsor’s report, the number of patients who dropped out 
the study due to sedation-related AE was 1, 3, 4 and 6 patients at placebo, 10 mg, 20 mg 
and 40 mg, respectively.  Those patients were taken into consideration in a safety-time 
profile, and Figure 14 presents the dropout-adjusted sedation-related AE-time profile. For 
light-weighted patients (≤ 30kg), clobazam seems to be safe across all dose levels, 
although the doses of 10-20 mg/day showed higher percentage of sedation-related AE 
than placebo or 5mg/day.  For heavy patients (>30 kg), it appears to be dose-dependent 
increase in sedation-related AE but the difference between 20 mg/day and 40 mg/day is 
negligible.  

 

Figure 12. The percent of patients having at least 1 sedation-related adverse events – 
time profile by weight category. 
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Figure 13. Dropout rate due to any reason by weight category.  

 
 

Figure 14. Dropout-adjusted sedation-related AE-time profile.  

 
In conclusion, the sponsor’s conclusions from exposure-response analyses for both 
efficacy and safety can be supported by the reviewer’s assessment also.  

 

5 LISTING OF ANALYSES CODES AND OUTPUT FILES 
File Name Description Location in 

\\cdsnas\pharma
cometrics\ 

ER_analysis.sas 

AE analysis_imputed.sas 

The reviewer’s exposure-efficacy 
analysis 

The reviewer’s exposure-safety analysis 
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Appendix 3. The relationship between clobazam CL/F and covariates  

 

 

 

 
Source: the sponsor’s report, page 62-63 
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Appendix 4: The relationship between N-CLB clearance (K40) and covariates  

 

 

 

 

Source: the sponsor’s report, page 73-74. 
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Appendix 5: Corrected data – CLCR and Race effects on PK of clobazam and N-CLB 

  

  
 

Appendix 6: Relationship between clobazam clearance (CL/F) and AEDs.  

 
Source: the sponsor’s report, page 90. 
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Appendix 7: Relationship between the formation of N-CLB (Fm) and AEDs.  

 
 

Source: the sponsor’s report, page 91. 
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Relationship between N-CLB (K40) and AEDs. 
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proposes descriptive labeling language to describe this pharmacogenetic interaction (but is not 
proposing use of testing to guide treatment decisions). 
 
For the current submission, the Division of Pharmacometrics review confirmed 1) a clear 
relationship between CLB and N-CLB concentrations and clobazam efficacy (number of drop 
seizures) and safety (sedation adverse events), and 2) that CYP2C19 and race/ethnicity are the 
main factors influencing N-CLB clearance.  The purpose of this review is to evaluate the 
appropriateness of the applicant’s proposed labeling and whether CYP2C19 genotyping is 
indicated for the appropriate use of clobazam.   
 
 
2 Submission Contents Related to Genomics 
 
The data for the population PK analysis were drawn from multiple studies, as summarized in the 
following table.   
 
Table 1.  CYP2C19 genotype data sources submitted for population PK analysis 

Study Study Phase Purpose Multiple Dose Subjects* 
OV-1002 2 Efficacy Yes 64 
OV-1012 3 Efficacy Yes 174 (125) 
OV-1021 2 DDI  No 36 
OV-1022 2 QT  Yes 277 (138) 
OV-1023 2 DDI Yes 18 
OV-1032 2 Renal impairment Yes 24 
OV-1038 2 Dosing Ranging Yes 23 
*includes subjects that received placebo or other control, number of clobazam-treated subjects noted in 
parentheses 

 
3 Key Questions and Summary of Findings 
 
3.1 Is CYP2C19 genotype a major determinant of N-CLB exposure? 
 
3.1.1 Clobazam PK and pharmacogenetic interaction potential  
 
Clobazam is metabolized primarily by CYP3A4 to an active metabolite N-desmethylclobazam 
(N-CLB).  In turn, N-CLB is metabolized by CYP2C19.   Based on exposure-response modeling, 
N-CLB is thought to have about one-third the potency of clobazam.  N-CLB has been shown to 
have a much longer elimination phase compared to clobazam; the half-life of N-CLB is 
estimated to be 79 hours compared to 36 hours for its parent CLB.  Exposure to both CLB and 
N-CLB is correlated with efficacy and safety, as reflected in the Division of Pharmacometrics 
review (Joo-Yeon Lee 2011). 
 
CYP2C19, which is responsible for clearance of N-CLB is polymorphic.  The two most common 
CYP2C19 polymorphisms are referred to as *2 and *3, both of which introduce a premature stop 
codon that results in a truncated, nonfunctional protein.  Individuals with reduced CYP2C19 
function would be expected to have higher exposures to N-CLB.  The *2 and *3 variants are 
common in the population.  In whites and blacks, approximately 30% of the population has at 
least one variant allele (intermediate metabolizers [IMs] while 2-4% have 2 variant alleles (poor 
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metabolizers [PMs].  The variant genotypes are more common in Southeast Asian populations, 
with up to 13-20% being CYP2C19 PMs (Xie HG et al., PMID 11264478).   
 
3.1.2  Applicant’s pharmacogenetic analysis 
 
The sponsor determined CYP2C19 genotype in seven clinical studies (see Section 2) to infer a 
CYP2C19 phenotype (EM, IM, PM).  Subjects were genotyped for the *2, *3, *5, *6, and *7 
alleles of CYP2C19 in OV-1002 using fluorescence primer extension methods; the alleles 
genotyped were otherwise not described.  DNA was also collected in clinical studies for 
CYP2B6 genotyping.  These results were not included in the current submission.  Initially the 
sponsor’s CRO used a fluorescent primer extension method (FPE) for the Phase 2 studies, and 
then switched to the xTAG CYP2C19 platform.    
 
Comment: Bioanalytical reports for the genotyping assays were not included in the current 
submission.  The distribution of the alleles is similar to what is expected based on the known 
distribution of CYP2C19 poor metabolizer alleles.   
 
Key results from the applicant’s population PK analysis of single- and multiple-dose PK studies 
(dense and sparse sampling) are summarized in the following figure.  CLB clearance (left panel) 
was not significantly affected by CYP2C19 phenotype, whereas N-CLB clearance (right panel) 
was significantly lower in PMs.  IMs had clearance values between those of PMs and EMs, as 
would be expected.   

 
Figure 1.  Clobazam clearance by CYP2C19 genotype (left) and N-CLB clearance by 
CYP2C19 genotype (right) 
 
Comment: Please see Division of Pharmacometrics review (Joo-Yeon Lee, 2011) for details on 
population PK analyses and results.  Note that inconsistencies were found in assignment of 
genotype-derived phenotype.  Specifically, in studies OV-1012, OV-1021, OV-1022, OV-1023, 
OV-1032, IMs (*1/*2, *1/*3) were categorized as EMs by the sponsor, but were categorized as 
IMs in other studies.  Individual CYP2C19 genotypes were used to reassign phenotypes and the 
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data were reanalyzed (see section 3.1.3).  Corrected phenotypes were used in the 
Pharmacometrics and Genomics Group analyses. 
 
Analysis of PK studies OV-1022 and OV-1038 suggests that N-CLB concentrations are 
approximately 3-4 fold higher in CYPC19 PMs compared to EMs as shown in the following 
table.  Study OV-1022 used supratherapeutic doses of clobazam to assess the ECG effects, while 
study OV-1038 was assessing the tolerability of clobazam (80 mg BID).  These studies were 
multiple dose studies selected for their dense PK data, which was sufficient enough to include 
CYP2C19 PMs. 
 
Table 2.  CLB and N-CLB pharmacokinetic parameters by CYP2C19 and clobazam dose 
in OV-1022 and OV-1038 

 
 
3.1.3 Reviewer’s pharmacogenetic analysis 
 
Given the inconsistency in genotype-derived phenotype assignment, CYP2C19 phenotypes were 
reassigned by the reviewer as follows: *1/*1 = EM, *1/*2 or *3 = IM (one subject had *1/*4 
genotype), *2 or*3/*2 or *3 = PM.  In total, genotype data were available for 418 clobazam-
treated subjects; 107 (25%) were IMs, 13 (3.1%) were PMs.  To confirm the sponsor’s analysis 
on the magnitude of effect of CYP2C19 genotype on N-CLB concentrations, data from multiple 
dose studies with dense PK sampling that included PMs were selected for re-analysis; only OV-
1022 met these criteria.   
 
Of the 138 subjects enrolled in OV-1022, 42 (30%) were IMs and 4 (2.9%) were PMs.  N-CLB 
AUCτ and Cmax, ss differed significantly by CYP2C19 genotype at the 40 mg/day and 160 mg/day 
doses (P<0.0001 for each dose stratum), as shown in the following figures.  Both CYP2C19 IMs 
and PMs had significantly higher exposures to N-CLB compared EMs (P=0.02 for PMs vs. EMs, 
P<0.0001 for IMs vs. EMs).  For both doses, the CYP2C19 PMs had 5-fold higher exposure to 
the active metabolite N-CLB compared to EMs, while IMs had exposures that were 1.9 times 
higher than EMs.  Exposures to CLB did not differ by CYP2C19 genotype (not shown).   
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Event Phenotype N Placebo CLB-LO CLB-MOD CLB-HI CLB-ALL 
ALL 169      
   EM 126 17 (50) 14 (56) 25 (71) 23 (72) 62 (67) 
   IM 36 5 (38) 3 (33) 6 (75) 6 (100) 15 (65) 

Mild-Mod-Sev 
Treatment-
Related AE, n 
(%)    PM 7 0 (0) 2 (100) 0 (0) 4 (100) 6 (100) 

ALL 169 4 (8) 5 (14) 13 (30) 15 (36) 33 (27) 
   EM 126 4 (12) 4 (16) 9 (26) 12 (38) 25 (27) 
   IM 36 0 1 (11) 4 (50) 1 (17) 6 (26) 

Mod-Sev 
Treatment-
Related AE, 
Days 1-21, n (%)    PM 7 0 0 0 2 (50) 2 (33) 
P-value based on Kruskal-Wallis or Fisher’s exact test 

 
Comment: Efficacy and safety analyses in PMs are limited by a small number of patients.  
Consequently, conclusions regarding the effect of CYP2C19 phenotype on clobazam efficacy or 
safety are not definitive.  Considering the drug is titrated to tolerability and effect, and that CLB 
concentrations also contribute to the efficacy and safety, it is reasonable to believe that 
CYP2C19 has a limited contribution to the efficacy or tolerability of clobazam.  The results 
should be interpreted with caution because of the small sample size. 
 
Cavg,ss from OV-1022 was used to compute the ratio of parent to metabolite (left figure) and 
overall systemic active drug exposure (right figure).  Poor metabolizers had consistently lower 
ratio of parent CLB to N-CLB, as would be expected given the very high exposure to the 
metabolite.  Extending these findings, total active drug (CLB+1/3 N-CLB) was significantly 
higher in PMs compared to EMs and IMs.  
 
Figure 3.  Parent:Metabolite ratio (left) and total CLB+N-CLB activity (right) in OV-1022 
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Comment: Systemic exposure to active drug appears to be higher in CYP2C19 PMs, which is 
consistent with the lack of phenotypic effects on parent compound and 5-fold increase in N-CLB 
concentrations in CYP2C19 PMs.  Despite the lack of differences in AE rates, exposure 
increases in this range may still warrant dose modification if CYP2C19 genotype is known. 
 
3.1.4 Published information 
 
The pharmacokinetics of clobazam and N-CLB were previously evaluated in a study of 16 
Japanese patients between the ages of 1.5 and 33 years.  All the patients in this study were 
concomitantly receiving other antiepileptic drugs.   Of these 16 patients, 3 patients were 
classified as CYP2C19 PMs.   The authors reported significant differences in the ratio of N-CLB 
to clobazam concentrations based upon CYP2C19 genotype.  The ratio of N-CLB to clobazam 
was 6 times higher in patients with two copies of the CYP2C19 variant alleles.  The authors 
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concluded that CYP2C19 genotype was the major determinant of the steady-state concentration 
of N-CLB.(Kozaki K, 2004 PMID 15533655) 
 

 
Figure 4.  Gene-dose effect of CYP2C19 polymorphism on the serum N-CLB/Clobazam 
concentration ratio.  Group 1 = CYP2C19 *1/*1, Group 2 = *1/*2 or *1/*3, Group 3 = *2/*2, 
*2/*3 or *3/*3 
 
A retrospective study of 110 Japanese patients with epilepsy, which contained 23% CYP2C19 
PMs, found no significant difference in terms of adverse effects across EMs, IMs, and PMs 
(Table 4 below).  The duration of clobazam treatment ranged from 0.1 to 6.0 years.  Patients with 
both generalized and partial seizures were included.  However, this same study found significant 
differences in the efficacy in the reduction of seizure from clobazam based on CYP2C19 
genotype (Table 5 below). (Seo T, 2008 PMID: 1846600).   
 
Table 4.  Association between CYP2C19 genotypes and adverse reactions 
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Table 5.  Association between CYP2C19 genotypes and responder rate for clobazam 
therapy 

 
 
Comment: Published literature is consistent with the data included in the applicant’s submission. 
 
4 Summary and Conclusions 
 
4.1  CYP2C19 PMs have 3-5 times higher plasma exposures to the active metabolite of 

clobazam (N-CLB) compared to EMs.  Some literature reports have found that CYP2C19 
PMs may have upwards of a 6-fold increase in N-CLB when compared to CYP2C19 EMs 
(Kozaki K, 2004 PMID 15533655).  

  
4.2 Available data seem to suggest that clobazam has a reasonably wide therapeutic margin 

considering the range of doses that have been tolerated in clinical trials.  The most 
common adverse events are related to sedation/somnolence.  These adverse events are 
related to both CLB and N-CLB exposure.  The efficacy of clobazam is also related to 
CLB and N-CLB exposures. 

 
4.3 Clobazam is titrated to effect, starting at 10 mg daily for subjects > 30 kg and 5 mg daily 

for < 30 kg.  A 4-fold increase in exposure at this dose would still be within the range of 
exposures for the targeted dose range of 20-40 mg/d, which is lower than doses studied in 
clinical trials.  High exposures might be expected to impact tolerability in the titration 
period.  We found no evidence for such effect on AE rates or discontinuation in the 
pivotal efficacy and safety trial.  However, the results should be viewed with caution 
because of the small sample size. 

 
4.4 Poor metabolism is likely to represent the worst case scenario for N-CLB exposure 

changes.  Despite the limited data available for CYP2C19 PMs, 5-fold higher N-CLB 
exposures in PMs did not appear to translate to significant untoward effects in the pivotal 
efficacy trial.  However, given the increased exposure and half-life of N-CLB in 
CYP2C19 PMs, clobazam should be titrated cautiously in these patients. 

 
4.5 Recommending dose adjustment based on genotype implies that patients are tested in 

advance of administering the drug.  All patients would have to be genotyped to adjust 
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4.3 OCP Filing/Review Form 
 

Office of Clinical Pharmacology 
New Drug Application Filing and Review Form 

General Information About the Submission 

 Information  Information 
NDA/BLA Number 202067 Brand Name Onfi 
OCP Division (I, II, III, 
IV, V) 

DCP-1 Generic Name Clobazam 

Medical Division HFD-120 Drug Class Anticonvulsant 
OCP Reviewer Seongeun (Julia) Cho 

Ph.D. 
Indication(s) Adjunctive treatment of 

seizures associated with 
Lennox-Gastaut syndrome 
(LGS) in patients  
≥2 years of age 

OCP Team Leader Angela Yuxin Men, 
M.D., Ph.D. 

Dosage Form Tablet: 5, 10, or 20 mg 

Pharmacometrics 
Reviewer 
 
PM Team Leader 
 
Pharmacogenomics 
Reviewer 
 
GG Team Leader 

Joo-Yeon Lee, Ph.D. 
 
 
Yaning Wang, Ph.D. 
 
Hobart Rogers, 
Pharm.D., Ph.D. 
 
Michael Pacanowski, 
Pharm.D., M.P.H. 

Dosing Regimen • Children over 2 years of age 
and ≤30 kg body weight: 5 
mg QD initially and doses 
titrated at weekly intervals 
to a target dose of 10-20 
mg/day.  

• Patients >30 kg: 10 mg 
daily (5 mg BID) and doses 
titrated at weekly intervals 
to a target dose of 20-40 
mg/day.   

• Doses above 5 mg/day to be 
administered in two divided 
doses.   

Date of Submission 12/23/2010 Route of 
Administration 

Oral 

Estimated Due Date of 
OCP Review 

8/16/11 Sponsor Lundbeck Inc 

Medical Division Due 
Date 

8/23/2011 Priority 
Classification 

S 

PDUFA Due Date 10/23/2011 
  

Clin. Pharm. and Biopharm. Information 
 
Summary: 
Clobazam, 1,5–benzodiazepine, is being currently pursued for the adjunctive treatment of seizures 
associated with Lennox-Gastaut syndrome (LGS) in US. It is approved for the treatment of anxiety 
disorders, epilepsy, and similar indications in over 80 countries worldwide. Lennox-Gastaut 
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syndrome is a severe childhood epileptic encephalopathy characterized by a slow spike and wave 
electroencephalogram (EEG), multiple seizure types (predominantly the tonic, atonic, and atypical 
absence variety), and usually an abnormal developmental state and behavioral disturbances. Onset 
of LGS generally occurs between 3 and 8 years of age, with peak occurrence between 3 and 5 
years. Most patients continue to have refractory epilepsy and continued neurocognitive impairment 
that persists into adulthood. Orphan drug designation was granted for clobazam in 2007. 
 
The current NDA submission consists of Lundbeck-sponsored nonclinical and clinical studies, 
including in vitro studies, clinical pharmacology studies, Phase 2, and Phase 3 studies. A 
Phase 2/3 open-label extension study is ongoing. 
 
Efficacy Clinical Trials in the submission 
 

• Phase 3, randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled, parallel-group (Study OV-1012) 
• Phase 2, randomized, double-blind, dose-ranging, parallel-group (Study OV-1002) 
• Phase 2/3, ongoing, uncontrolled, open-label extension for subjects who participated in 

Studies OV-1002 and OV-1012 (Study OV-1004) 
 

Clinical pharmacology development program 
 
In vitro studies 
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Clinical pharmacology studies 
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Additional Clinical Studies Performed by the Previous Sponsor (different formulations) 
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    Blood/plasma ratio: -    
    Plasma protein binding: X    

 
    Pharmacokinetics (e.g., Phase I) -                                                                                                      

Healthy Volunteers- 
                                                                                                     

single dose: X   OV-1016 
OV-1017 
OV-1018 
OV-1021 

multiple dose: X   OV-1022 
OV-1023 
OV-1038 
OV-1032 

Patients- 
                                                                                                     

single dose:     
multiple dose: X   OV-1002 

OV-1012 
   Dose proportionality -                                                    OV-1018                                      

fasting / non-fasting single dose: X   LC-010 
 

fasting / non-fasting multiple dose:     
    Drug-drug interaction studies -                                                                                                                               

In-vivo effects on primary drug: X   OV-1021 

Ketoconazole, omeprazole, 
 

In-vivo effects of primary drug: X   OV-1023 

drug cocktail 
In-vitro: X   9 studies (CYP, p-gp, UGT, 

protein binding) 
    Subpopulation studies -                                                                                                                               

ethnicity: X   Population PK 
gender: X   Population PK 

pediatrics: X   Population PK 
geriatrics:    No specific assessment - 

population PK 
renal impairment: X   OV-1032 

Single- and multiple dose, mild 
and moderate 
 

hepatic impairment: X   Literature report 
Mild and moderate (possible 
severe) 

    PD -                                                        
Phase 2: X   OV-1002 
Phase 3: X   OV-1012 

    PK/PD -                                                      
Phase 1 and/or 2, proof of concept:    OV-1002 

Phase 3 clinical trial: X   OV-1012 
    Population Analyses -     

Data rich: X   Rich data from Phase 1 studies 
 
 
 
 

Data sparse: X   Sparse data from Phase 2/3 
study          
 
 
 
                                         

II.  Biopharmaceutics                                                                                                                               
    Absolute bioavailability     
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    Relative bioavailability -                                                                                                                               
solution as reference: X    

alternate formulation as reference:     
    Bioequivalence studies -                                                                                                                              

traditional design; single / multi dose: X    
replicate design; single / multi dose:     

    Food-drug interaction studies X   OV-1018 
    Bio-waiver request based on BCS     
    BCS class     
   Dissolution study to evaluate alcohol 

induced dose-dumping 
    

III.  Other CPB Studies                                                                                                                               
    Genotype/phenotype studies X   CYP2C19 

Population analysis on Phase 3 
data 
 

    Chronopharmacokinetics     
    Pediatric development plan     
    Literature References X    
Total Number of Studies  39 study, 

validation, and 
literature 
reports 

submitted 

40 reports 
reviewed, 
including 4 
literature 
reports 

9 in vitro  
13 PK 
2 PopPK 
14 validation report (assays 
and metabolite ID) 
Literature (hepatic impairment) 

     
 
 
 
On initial review of the NDA/BLA application for filing: 
 

 Content Parameter Yes No N/A Comment
Criteria for Refusal to File (RTF) 
1 Has the applicant submitted bioequivalence data comparing to-be-

marketed product(s) and those used in the pivotal clinical trials? 
Yes 
 

   

2 Has the applicant provided metabolism and drug-drug interaction 
information? 

Yes    

3 Has the sponsor submitted bioavailability data satisfying the CFR 
requirements? 

Yes 
 

   

4 Did the sponsor submit data to allow the evaluation of the validity of 
the analytical assay? 

Yes 
 

   

5 Has a rationale for dose selection been submitted? Yes 
 

   

6 Is the clinical pharmacology and biopharmaceutics section of the NDA 
organized, indexed and paginated in a manner to allow substantive 
review to begin? 

Yes 
 

   

7 Is the clinical pharmacology and biopharmaceutics section of the NDA 
legible so that a substantive review can begin? 

Yes 
 

   

8 Is the electronic submission searchable, does it have appropriate 
hyperlinks and do the hyperlinks work? 

Yes 
 

   

 
Criteria for Assessing Quality of an NDA (Preliminary Assessment of Quality) 
        Data  
9 Are the data sets, as requested during pre-submission discussions, 

submitted in the appropriate format (e.g., CDISC)?  
Yes 
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10 If applicable, are the pharmacogenomic data sets submitted in the 
appropriate format? 

Yes 
 

   

        Studies and Analyses  
11 Is the appropriate pharmacokinetic information submitted? Yes 

 
   

12 Has the applicant made an appropriate attempt to determine reasonable 
dose individualization strategies for this product (i.e., appropriately 
designed and analyzed dose-ranging or pivotal studies)? 

Yes 
 

   

13 Are the appropriate exposure-response (for desired and undesired 
effects) analyses conducted and submitted as described in the 
Exposure-Response guidance? 

Yes 
 

   

14 Is there an adequate attempt by the applicant to use exposure-response 
relationships in order to assess the need for dose adjustments for 
intrinsic/extrinsic factors that might affect the pharmacokinetic or 
pharmacodynamics? 

Yes 
 

   

15 Are the pediatric exclusivity studies adequately designed to 
demonstrate effectiveness, if the drug is indeed effective? 

  N/A  

16 Did the applicant submit all the pediatric exclusivity data, as described 
in the WR? 

  N/A  

17 Is there adequate information on the pharmacokinetics and exposure-
response in the clinical pharmacology section of the label? 

Yes 
 

   

        General  
18 Are the clinical pharmacology and biopharmaceutics studies of 

appropriate design and breadth of investigation to meet basic 
requirements for approvability of this product? 

Yes    

19 Was the translation (of study reports or other study information) from 
another language needed and provided in this submission? 

 No   

 
IS THE CLINICAL PHARMACOLOGY SECTION OF THE APPLICATION FILEABLE? 
____Yes____ 
 
If the NDA/BLA is not fileable from the clinical pharmacology perspective, state the reasons and provide 
comments to be sent to the Applicant. 
 
Please identify and list any potential review issues to be forwarded to the Applicant for the 74-day letter. 
 

• Provide the QC validation reports for the legacy studies (e.g., LC-010). If they were submitted, 
please identify the location of the files. 

• We request you to make reference to each statement/conclusion in the Clinical Pharmacology and 
Biopharmaceutics Review Aid with the study number and a link to the study report. For example, 
most statements in the sections of 2.4.2.1 Absorption and 2.4.3. Mass balance are missing study 
reference. 

 
 
 
Reviewing Clinical Pharmacologist      Date 
 
 
Team Leader/Supervisor       Date 
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Dissolution data: 
Dissolution data given by the sponsor is summarized below: 
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